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The "Dock Hanaling Accidents Stuciy" sponsored by 
Incernational Developmen~ Research Cencre of Canada 
and effected by Kenya Factories Inspectorate, Ministry 
of Labour; was aimed at identifving maior causes of 
accidents to personnel and damage to property and 
equipment used for handling cargo at che Kilindini 
Harbow;Port of Mombasa in Kenya. The data required for 
che study were collected from the three major organisations 
operating at the pore, namely Kenya Ports Authority, 
(KPA), Kenya Cargo Handling Services (KCttS) and Kenya 
Railways Corporation (KRC). During the project period 
KPA merged wich KCHS to form KPA. Tne data colle~teci 
were computer processed and analysed with a view co 
identifying che maior causes of accidents.to personnel 
and da~age ~o equip~e~c and property in order to make 
appropriate.....recommencacions co minimise acciaents at 
the port. 
Researchers: 
Principal researcher: A • K • KA:•iO I NG · 
Assistant researchers: Z. D. SHIBADU 
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The Port of Mombasa which includes Kilindini Harbour where the 
project activities were carried o~t is situated at Latitude 4°4'5 
and Longitude 39° 40.'L The entry channel to Kilindini harbour has 
a length of 7 nautical miles, width of 300 metres and maximum 
depth of 13.14 metres. It can accommodate classes of vessels 
along the quay with depths varying from 6.10 metres to 10.36 metres 
but with moored to bouys the depth reaches 29 metres. Oil 
terminals have depths of 9.75 metres to 13.41 metres. Vessels 
upto 250 metres long and 13 metres draft can therefore be 
accommondated at the harbour. 
In 1985 report, there were a total of 16 deep water berths with 
10 metres draft and total length of 3,044 metres out of which 
·three container berths provide 596 metres length. Bulk oil 
jetties are situated at Shi~anzi with 9.15 metres draft and at 
Kipevu with 13.4 metres draft. Cased oil jetty has a draft of 
4.3 metres,lighterage facilities are two with length of 412 metres 
and comprise of }jorth and South 1 ighter wharves. There are two 
undeveloped berths designated No.6 and No.15 following 
serialisation of berths along the quay, storage facilities are 
provided by sheds and stacking grounds with transit sheds floor 
area of about 170,046 sq. metres and stacking grounds of about 
114,117 sq. metres in floor area .. Passenger and baggage hall 
and shed provide floor area of about 1,222 sq metres other 
facilities include one customs warehouse with a total floor 
area of 4,000 sq metres and one cold storage covering an area 
of 1,247 sq metres with capacity of 4,562 cubic metres. 
Various cargo handling equipment were indicated in 198~ report to 
number about 740 but a number of them were found to have been 























activities so that in 1985 they were 640. The various equipment 
in operation included different tvpes of cranes, trac"t:ors, trailers 
and forklifts. 
The number of workers employed by KPA numbered in 1978 were 3,582 
and in 1985 they were 4,505 while KCHS had about 9,161 in 1978 but 
started coming down to 7,404 in 1985. Workers from Kenya Railways 
Corporation direc:ly stationed at the Port are engaged in cargo 
handling operation but direct only traffic movement of the railway 
I engines and wagons. They have no major role to play in cargo handling 
operations at the por"t: area. 
There are sixteen shipping age~ts operating at Kilindini Harbour 
with a total shipping lines of 70 serving all continents of the 
world. Over 100 various regis~ered ships visit Kilindini Port 
monthly on various occasions carrying import and export cargo. They 
ac:;:;;o totalled in 1983 1,282 and 1985 were 1,245. In 1·985 expor-::s 
totalled 1,878,000 deadweight ~or.nes both comprising of general 
cargo, bulk dry and bulk liquids, a drop in bo"th figures compa:-ed 
with previous years. In the same year the number of containers 
handled comprised 103,362 mear. twenty foot eqi,;ivalent units (T:SU) 
an increase over ~he previous years for export and imports. T~e~~~. 
handled 102,260 D.W.T. general cargo and 9024 TEU in containers . 
The monthly evolution of traffic which include annual transit 
traffic is shown in appendix I. Note that small variation in 
figures is due to rounding of the final fi~ures. These figures 
were obtained from Annual Bulletins of Port statistics. 
The operation of the port is governed by a statutory law which 
became operational in 1978 and revised in 1979. It established 
the Kenya Ports Authority to administer and manage the facilities 
and services at the ports of Mombasa, Funzi1 Kilifi, Ki'unga, Lamu, 
Malindi, Mtwapa, Shi."':"Cni and Vansz.a. Kilin~ur is within the port 























one of major importance with well developed facilities and services. 
The rest are not yet developed but serve mainly for fish cargo 
and other smaller trade. Kenya Cargo Handling services as a sub-
sidiary of Kenya Ports Authority was set up as an independent 
body to carry out all major cargo handling services within the 
port while an agreement was made with Kenya Railways Corporation 
to provide railway transport facilities as a major carrier of 
in-and-out-going cargo at the port. In 1986 Kenya Cargo Handling 
services was merged with Kenya Ports Authority to operate under 
one body namely Kenya Ports Authority. The functions of Kenya 
Ports Authority are spelled out in the Kenya Ports Authority 
Act, Chapter 391 of the Laws of Kenya with the necessary 
ammendments introduced after it was passed initially by 
Parliament in order to take into account the present development 
in the administration and management of the ports. 
Rules made under the Factories Act, chapter 514 of the Laws of 
Kenya which r~ate to the safety of workers employed in dock 
work became operational in 1962 and are applicable to Mombasa 
port. The Docks Rules which are enforced by Factories 
Inspectorate prescribe measures aimed at ensuring the safety 
and health of dockworkers. Further requirements to .supplement 
these safety measures are stipulated in ILO ~onvention and 
recommendation of 1979 concerning occupational safety and Health 
in Dock Work which should now be taken into consideration since 
new development in dock work and associated operations make 
the Docks Rules of 1962 inadequate in catering for the safety 
of dockworkers effectively. 
Project Activities: 
Objective· 
























reducing injuries and ensuring safer working conditions in 
Kilindini harbour (Mombasa Port). This necessitated that 
project activities include the following which became 
specific objectives:-
to obtain data on all accidents at the port for 
the last six years. 
to collect data on the layout, operations and 
equipment of the port. 
to collect data on operational methods, safety 
controls and maintenance operation and schedules 
for each type of mechanical appliance, together 
with the related number of accidents. 
to analyse the data and for~ulate recommendations 
and im?lement regulations to reduce injuries to 
dock ~orkers. 
Methodologv of data collection: 
Since the activities of the dock handling accidents project 
were to take about 30% of the overall work of the duties of 
the researchers and the programme had been scheduled to last . 
two years, the actual activities were planned to be carried 
out every one week in a month from April, 1985. Largely 
this plan of visiting Mombasa Port for the purpose of the 
project was followed except in some few occasions when circums-
tances beyond the reseachers control prevented it. The activities 
of the project were carried out as follows:-
1. Occupational Accidents: 
accidents resulting on 
upto and including 6 
Data concerning 
injury to employees 
yearsj rreceding the 
occupational 
























started in 1985 but the period extended to include the 
year when Kenya Ports Authority was established in 1978. 
The period 78-85 was covered. The data were entered 
on specific forms which had been designed but modified 
during this project activity to suit the recording procedures 
at the port for the three organisations, ·Kenya Ports 
Authority, Kenya Cargo Handling Services and Kenya Railways 
Corporation. The data collected, covered information 
on date of accident, persons injured, nature of injuries, 
equipment involved, material being handled, area of the 
port; time of injury, worker's age, experience and education. 
Al 1 workers at the port were male. Data collection was 
done through the examination of the records of the KPA, 
K c:;s and IG;.C Factories Inspectorate had no reliable 
and correct records .Abeu: fwr hundred eighty · accidents throughout 
the period of study had been reported to the Factories 
Inspectorate without all the data required in the project. 
This figure was wrong and grcss Lnderestirnatim of actual figures 
available in the three organisations which was 
found to be 6~044 reportable injuries. The three organisations 
are required to report to Factories Inspectorate all 
reportable accidents where a person is injured and off 
duty for three or m::ire ii::l.ys. This had not been the· case 
and so the figures shown in the Factories Inspectorate 
records were wrong. 
Before data collection was carried out at the beginning 
of the p~oject discussions and briefings on the project 
activities and objectives were held with all persons 
concerned at the K PA, KCHS and !QC.. The persons 
met were the personnel managers, principal engineers 
and cyeracion managers of KCi-iS . and KPA and District 




























enable the researchers to identify sources of records which 
were to provide data required and to obtain relevant reports 
about port operations. Familiarization visit to port area 
was done at this time. Other ports under KPA were also visited 
to see their functions. 
The two enumerators were trained on how the forms were to 
be completed and the actual completion of some forms in the 
KPA, KCHS and KRC was carried out in the company of the 
principal researcher. It took ~ whole week to carry out this 
exercise. 
The amount of work involved in collecting data on accidents 
to individual dockworkers had been underestimated when the 
project docume~t: was being drafted due to wrong figures 
available at the Factories Inspec~orate which were used. KPA 
and KRC accident figures were relatively small compared with 
KCHS w~ose workers mainly prcv:..de cargo handling services 
and t:hey, the.ref::re, d:.:-ectly carry out handling cargo 
operations. The figures for KCHS was found to be over 5, 750 
accidents over the period under study. Data on accidents 
to individual workers for K?A and KRC were available in 
the files in one section of the respective organization, 
the personnel offices. But in the case of KCHS the data 
had to be collected in two different sections, in the safety 
and personnel offices. Although there were delays, the 
work of KPA and KRC was completed using the initial forms 
for the collection of data on accidents to individual workers . 
At KCHS, the personnel officer who was in-charge of 
directing the files containing personal data of· those who 
had accidents was of the opinion that the files had also 























to enumerators. He insisted that the information required 
bv the enumerators must be extracted from the files of those 
accider.~ victims by his members of staff. This approach 
to collection of data on accidents to individual workers 
necessi~ated the completion of one part of the forms bv 
enumera::ors which cantern "accident data" at safety department 
and the ~or~s are then handed over to personnel staff members 
to complete the remaini:lg part of the forms which concern 
"personal data". This aoproach never worked and the matter 
was dis:::ussed with the Personnel Officer in-charge of the 
exercise to allow the enumerators to extract the required 
informa~ion while maintaining the confidentiality of the 
resl: of the information which may be in those files. When 
this ma::er cculd no: be solved and yet the delays had already 
been ca~sed, a new approach to collection of the data had 
to be cevised a'id t!"le initial form F. I. was made into two 
parts, cne providing personal data and the other accident 
dat:a. The records con:a:.::ing most of the information on 
acciden~ data were photocopied and missing information 
inserted in from ot~er records. These forms became F .1. 2. 
The ~ar;;e and work nu~ber of the accident victim were ext:racted 
from F. ::!. • 2. and sen-: to personnel office to insert in the 
the missing personal data to the other part of the form 
F .1 .1. Al though 1:his was an approach which accelereted the 
collection of data on accidents to individual workers, delays 
continued to be experienced on the part of the personnel 
office but the exercise was eventually completed. The format 
summary of these forms used for computer data processing 























2. Layout and operations: 
Plans, maps and sketches of the por~ area were obtained 
from the KPA. The Survev of Kenva map was also available. 
These provided the information on the layout cf the Kilindini 
harbour indicating the berths, sheds, yards, railway lines, 
roads and the entry channel. The structure of the KPA, 
KCHS, KRC and Ministry of Labour together show:ng organisatio-
nal hierachy of each and the broad functions cf their depart-
ments was drawn after interviewing resoonsible persons in 
these org~"1isations on this issue. The information a~d 
or~anisational structures of K?A, KCHS, KRC and Ministry 
of Labou:- we:-_e entered on form F. 2 and a summarized form 
provide comparison and their inter-relationshi~. This 
exercise was carried out when the then se~arate KPA and 
KCHS had not been merged into one organisa::ion under KPA. 
K?A provides facilities and services for s~ooth operation 
o~ the port_ while KC:iS provides cargo ha:-.dling services 
wt:ich ensure loading a!'"ld unloading of cargo i":andl ing services 
at the port. KRC p:::-ovide rail transport for cargo coming 
in or going out of the port, Ministry of Labour see to it 
that provision concerning the safety, health and welfa:::-e 
of the employees of these three organisations are observed 
• 
in addition to condition of employment. F. 2. is summarised 
into organisation Chart I in appendix 2. 
The section heads in all the areas of the port were visited 
a."1d ·interviewed on the operation of their sections, materials 
handled, equipment used, techniques applied, volume of cargo 
handled for export, import and transit together·. The :.~--






















observation as to the validi tv of the information was made. 
During this· exercise all berths, sheds a..'ld yards were visited. 
Apart from oil jetty berths, all other berths 1 to 14 and 
the lighterage wharves have sheds and yards attached to 
them. container terminal with berths 16 to 18 have a custom 
turnout shed and yards. No yards for berths 11 and 12 but 
only shed are provided. F.3. took the researchers five 
days continuous work. These forms were used to map out 
lay-out and operations. 
The layout of the por"C area with berths, sheds and yards 
are shown in drawing map 1 appendix No.2, position of Mombasa 
is shown ir. map 2 appendix 2 a.'1d summary of organisation 
and functicns of sec:ion of the four organisations KPA, 
KCHS, KRC a.-;d Mi.:;,istry of Labour (MOL) is shown in Appendix 
N0.2 organisation chart I. Cargo handled is in appendix 
I. The berths and asociated sheds and yards are grouped 
~o for~ sections as follows:-
Section A - berths 1 and 2 
Section B - berths 3 and 4 
Section c - ber'ths 5 and 6 
Section D - berths 7 and 8 
Section E - berths 9 and 10 
Section F - sheds BPI-3 
- Section G - lighter wha:-ves, North and South 
Section H - berths 13 and 14 
Section J - berths 16 to 18 (container terminal) 
Section K berths 11 and 12 
Other-workshops,- motor vehicles workshops at G Section, 
Central (Kapenguria) workshops and Kipevu 
(container terminal) workshoos and other 























Fixed equipment used fo~ handling cargo composed of portal 
cranes are indicated in the layout map of the port area. 
Mobile mechanical cargo handling appliances are brought 
to sections depending on demand and type of cargo to be 
handled. The list of available mechanical cargo handling 
appliances as per annual bulletin of Port statistics of 
1985 is as follows:-
From Annual Bulletin of Port statis~ics 1985 
1. Portal Electric Travelling Cranes as at 31/12/85 
3 tonne cranes ................................ 1 
5 tonne cranes 35 
7 tonne cranes ................................ 6 
10 tonne cranes ............................... 4 
20/7 cranes ................................... 2 
15 tonne cranes ............................... 5 
2. Por:al electric Fixed Crar.es 
2 tonne cranes 
3 tonne cranes 
5 tonne cranes 
20 tonne cranes 
10 tonne cranes 
. • • • • . • . • . • . • . • • • • • . . . • • .. • . • . • • • 2 
6 
. . . • • . • . • . • . • . • . • • . . . . • • • • . • • . • • 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
............................... 0 
3. Electrical Overhead Travelling Cranes 
2 tonne cranes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 
3 tonne cranes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 1 
10 tonne cranes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 2 
20 tonne cranes . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
4. Mobile Cranes 
2 I 3 Tonne cranes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 
5 tonne cranes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
6 tonne cranes . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
10 tonne cranes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
11 tonne cranes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 14 
13 tonne crane . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

























25 torine cranes 
35 tonne cranes 
40 tonne C!"'anes 
Floating Cranes 
5 tonne c :-an es 
60 tonne Jumbo 
Under Huniz Jib 
cranes 
Cranes 






1 tone Cran es . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
l~ tonne cranes ........................... ~ ..... 8 
wall Bracket Cranes . . . . . . • . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • 5 
7. Container (go.ntry) Cranes 
40 tonne ship to shore cranes ................... 3 
40 tonne rubber cranes 17 
40 tonne rail yard cranes . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
40 tonne konw cranes ............................ 1 
8. Overhead belt c~anes 
Overhead belt conveyors ........•................ 2 
9. Tr-actors 
Tractors e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e I e I e • e I e e e e e e • • e e • I e e • e I e I I e I • I e e • 80 
10. Trailers 
........... _. ..................................... . 250 
11. Forklift Trucks 
Forkl.ift trucks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125 
12. Side loader 
25 tonne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
13. Goose Necks 
Goose necks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
14. Goose Neck Stands 
-Goose neck stands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
IDTAI., • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 640 
3, Categorisation of Mechanical Handlinp; Operations: 
From the annual bulletin of port statistics 1983, it was found that the 
total number of' various mechanical hand.l~ appliance was 740 grouped into 
12 categories. A representative sarrples of' about one third of each category 























equipment had been collected earlier from KPA and KCHS and it was later 
found that a· number of mechanical~ handling appliances had been scrapped. 
Overhead travelling cranes were nowhere in the port area used for handling 
cargo and such type of cranes could not be studied and so one category 
of equipment was deleted. 
The random selection of equipment proposed earlier in the project document 
was slightly modified to have preference on equipment which have had 
accidents and consider country of manufacture.Each category was latjiier randomly 
selected to provide a better representation of samples studied. 
a. Operation methods and safety controls:-
The data on accidents to equipment had been obtained earlier 
f!"Om engineering departments of KPA and KCHS and the list of 
equipment wi~h identification number and their location was 
ma.Ce. Tr.e researchers started with KCHS equipment and it took 
two weeks to complete the study of 108 mechanical aopliances 
cor::cosed of the following:-
- T!'a.Ctors .................. 20 
- Tug;nasi:e!'~ ....•......•..... 29 
- Forklift Trucks ........... 59 
'Ihe data on reliabili t;y and precision in operation and fail safe 
on safety controls were entered in form F. 5.1. Observation of 
operations and interviews of the operators were made by the researchea 
-,s. 'Ihe general condition of the equipment and other relevant 
observations were noted. 
Other categories of equipment used by KCHS attached to prime movers 
were only checked for their general conditions and their safe 
use. 'Ihese appliances, included the conveyor belts, trailers, 
goosenecks and gooseneck stands. 
All equipment used by KCHS have no fixed location but are mobile 






















- l 6 -
Equipmem: operated by KPA workers compose o:f cranes only, and 
apart from mobile jib cranes which are used throughou'C the port 
area wherever they are required, the rest o:f the cranes are loca'Ced 
along the quay and in the yards. Under hung jib cranes are only 
found in the sheds. 
A total of 62 cranes were studied in six continuous days s-i:arting 
from lighterage berths through berths 1 to 18 and covering their 
sheds, and yards. The following types of cranes we!"e studied 
in a similar way as in KCHS. 
Portal electrict travelling cranes 
Portal electric fixed cranes 
Mobile .iib cranes 
Gant!"'/ can-::ai.ner cranes 






..A.part from gant!'"'r contaLl'"ler cranes whiqh were all of 40 tonnes 
capaci t"r, ar..c! Jt.::.:bo wi :h 60 tonnes caoaci ty, the · other cranes 
we:-e cf 'Jaricus.. caoaci cy as indicated in list of the type of equipment 
srudied a~ the port. '!heir capacities raru2:ed from one ton to 
20 tons for cranes other than mobile cranes which reached 24 tons. 
A list of all coerators of equipment from KPA and KCHS had been 
obtained in the previous visits to the port. It was intended 
before the completion of forms F. 5 .1 to 'try and interview those 
ocerators on equipment which· had had accidents when the operator 
was usL-ig that equipment. Most of the drivers during the early 
part of the exercise with KCHS resented. May be ~earing some 
type of victimisation therear-ter. ..Aithol.l.12:h records show that 
name of operator at the time when the accident to the equipment 
took place, many denied knowledge of such an accident and avoided 
to answer questions relating to the circumstance of occurance. 























depending on their availability on that shift 
for interview on other matters about the equipment 
and circumstances of the occurance of accidents 
to the equipment were extracted from records. 
b. Maintenance:-
A visit was made to the engineering department of 
K?A and KCrtS for examinations of records 
on maintenance and inspection schedules and their 
implementations. Available information was 
entered in form F.5.2. It was noted that some of 
the equipment studied had no maintenarce and inspection 
recor~s. ~ coral of 157 were found to have some 
informat~on on maintenance and inspection and daces 
they were carried out. The two organisations, 
ana KCHS had different recording procedures 
anc none had all the required data on maintenance 
and inspections. Documents supplied by manufacturers 
concerning ~aintenance and inspections were 
obtained from engineering departments of KPA tind 
KCHS for some types of mechanical handling 
I 
appliances. Some crane and forkiift manuals for 
a few types of these appl_iances were studied and 
found to contain all thac is required to draw up 
maintenance and inspection schedules and their 
implementation,but none of these were followed in 
the two organisations KPA and KCHS. 
At KPA each crane has a file but some files 
were found without any information. There was a file 























• -:·· . . J~ 
. . .. ·.•. 
but inspection reports were found in individual 
equipment file if tne inspection had been carried out and 
recordea. The available information was entered in 
Form F.5.2 for a total of 58 equipment. 
At KCHS each equipment has a job card where all 
repairs and services are entered but a few equipment 
studiea were founa to haveijob cards. Information on Lno 
repairs carried out before and after the accident 
was entered in the form F.5.2. and the number of services 
carried out since the equipment was commissioned was 
noted. Maior defects were also noted in respect of 
each equipment. A total oi 99 .forms were completed. 
Out of a total of 185 F.5.1 onlv~57 F.5.2. were 
completed leaving out 28 equipment without information 
on maintenance and inspection. The completion of forms 
F.5.2. took one week. 
'!he two fonr.s F.5.1 and F.5.2 were combined to give full data on 
equipment. The information required were identification 
of equipment, type, year commissioned, organisation to 
which it belongs, accident first recorded with the 
~f . 
details of circumstances 1occurance, number of accidents 
in which it was involved, number of services, inspections 
and repairs. Types of controls and safety devices 
were also recorded. The operators were asked to indicate 
whether instruction manuals of the equipment were 
available and content explained or not. These forms 
provided a summarised format shown in appendix 3 -
FORMAT 2 used for computer data processina. 








































The attachments used together with lifting aopliance 
for cargo handling were checked. These were. trailers,. 
gooseneck~, pallets, hooks, tackles, rings, chains 
wire ropes and slings, fibre slings, nylon and 
wire nets cargo trays 1 grabs J chutes skips and tubs. 
For the ourpose of checking these attachments, 
the KCHS maintenance workshop and the field 
where they are used we~ visited for a period of 
two days. From interviews with persons in-charge 
at the workshop and in the field together with 
inspections of the attachments J conclusion was made 
in respect of the conditionsof the various attachments. 
Excluding trailers, goosenecks and pallets, all 
the other attachment.$ come under the supervision 
of the person in-charge of the workshop and his 
staff who carry out regular inspection and maintenance 
of the attachments in addition to manufacturing 
and assembling some of the items such as slings, 
~ cargo nets and wire ropes. Visual insoec tions 
are carried out quarterly in addition to annual 
inspection which is carried out in December. During 
the inspection and random checking,defective attachments 
are withdrawn and scrapped if they cannot be reoaired. 
' In the field, it was noted that out of 17 trailers 
seen at random ten had no pressure for brakes and 

























use. Four goosenecks .we-Fe seen also at random were 
found to have no covers and so each had pool of water 
which ·facilitate the rate of their corrosion. Two 
of the four goosenecks had each one broken brackets 
used for lifting them and one had all brackets distorted. 
It was cone luded that both the trailers and goosenecks 
ao not receive regular maintenance and inspection 
if not none at all. 
Many pallets in use were found with broken or missing 
timber and some were distorted making them unsafe 
for use. This observation indicate that the procedure . 
of checking their condition and withdraw!Nj them from 
use is not carried out inorder to ensure safe use 
of the items. 
All the hooks seen in use for handling general cargo 
had no safety latches. It was claimed that when the 
hooks were new, they had safety latches but were removed 
by workers supposedly because they reduce the rate 
of work and so the amount of cargo handled. Without 
the use of safety latches the rings can easily slip 
off the hook causing the cargo to drop. ' 
Overloading of slings and snooter ropes were noted. 
In one case .snoot~r fibre rope which was supposed to 
carry twelve bags had 16 bags of maize an overload 
of about half a ton while the other had similar cargo 
with 19 bags. However, these ropes are manufac t.ured 
with a big saf etv margin of ·about 7 and 8 but the 
span of life is reduced due to such constant overloading. 
The main cause of parting of·· the slings and. s.nooter ..... 















which accelerate wear and tear resulting in early 
failure of these attachments. 
Saf etv nets were found in use under the ladders 
to the shio and between ship and ~uay overwhich 
the cargo is passing during loading and unloading 
which is good practice. 
Regular inspection and maintenance by the Gear 
and Equipment section of Tec~nical Services Department 
is commendable but should be backed by section 
supervisors in order to ensure that attachments 
are safe for use all the time. They_ should not 
allow. overloading and use of defective gear and 
equipment. 
b. General views on safety at the port. 
Interviews were organised ,at the end of the project 
activities with safety section at the port, taken 
to represent the Employer and the.Dockworkers Union, 
taken to represent the workers. Both were required 
to express their views freelv on the overall accidents 
situation at the port, their role in respect of 
this matter, what role they would like the other 
parties to play (the parties considered in the 
project were Government, Employer and Workers) • 
remarks not cons~dered in the above and general 
items but relevant in the overall · improvement 
of saf etv at the port. The interview was not 
guided by· further questions other than the above 
and the discussion could be skipped on · Cl.PY. item 

































(i) Views of the safetv section at the port:-
It was stated by the department that although safety 
perso~nel at the port see the removal of all 
accident hazards and unsafe ora:tices in dock work as 
impossible, most accidents could be avoided through 
concerted efforts both by management and emolovees. 
Reportable accidents are investigated and necessary 
ac~ion is taken to avoid similar re-occurance. The 
port management established safety section with the 
objective of minimising preventable accidents which 
at the time stood over 200 cases monthly. With the 
collaboration of safety personnel and employees the 
figure has dropped to less than 40 cases a month. 
The role of the safety department was stated to be 
accident prevention and ensuring safety of workers 
by inspection organised in zones where the staff 
on dutyca.n identifying prevailing hazards. and give advise 
on how to rectify the an~malies. Those directly 
. k 
involved are six including the Senior Safety Officer 
who is in-charge of the section but with the merger 
of KPA and KCHS, ~t is the hope of the section 
that it will be enlarged to be able to serve the 
employees of the two organisations. Before the merger 
it was noted that of the two organisation the section 
was under and serves only employees of KCHS. The 
saf etv personnel in the section were said to have been 
giving lectures regula~to workers attending courses 
at Eo..,dari College. They ensure that relevant protective 




















different toxic chemicals . 
In respect of the role the other parties have played 
the safety section noted that a port safety and 
health committee was set up in 1975 comprising of 
Factories Inspectorate, Ministry of Labour, the Dockworkers' 
Union and the port management which has successfully 
produced a safetv rules booklet catering for various 
categories of staff in the port. 
(ii) Views of the Dockworkers' Union: 
The Secretary General of the Dockworkers' Union 
represented the w'orkers at the p·ort. After being 
informed about the dock hanaling accidents proiect 
in broad terms, it was his view that a questionnaire 







writing. It was explained 
the interview was to seek 
his free comment on the items mentioned above 
from his point of view as a representative 
of the- dockworkers without leading questions. 
The Secretary General accepted and gave the 
following comments:-
In view of the Union, there should be no reduction 
in gangs performing cargo handling services 
because this would mean overstraining and 
possibly increased risks of injury due to 
It is important that the pressure of work. 
supervisor ·checks the gangways, rail~ing of 


























before the workers board the ship. There 
should be free movement on board for cargo 
handling, oily paths cleaned and obstructions 
removed. In general there should be observation 
of safety measures in all working areas in 
the shio. 
The Secretary General noted that equipment 
used for hanaling cargo generally have outlived 
their span of life and are therefore unsafe 
to use. He observed that reoairs have not 
been properly done, brakes and controls are 
not working properly, head cover guards not 
there in the majority of the equipment and 
that timber is used instead of proper seats. 
He stressed that the workers could ·have refused 
to use forklifts anci other equipment which are 
unsafe but due to economic situation of the country 
allowed time for the employer to replace them. 
The Secretary General said the cranes and 
forklifts have no proper maintenance schedules 
and that forklifts are supposed to work for 
eight hours not twenty four hours as is the 
practice upto todav which result in these 
machines working until they stop ·functioning. 
The workers continue to use them and since 
they are not safe for use or to be on the 
road it is unfortunate that the workers are 
to suffer for using them. A case was sighted 
where a forklift driver was fined KSh.600/= .. 
for driving unroadwothy forklift on public 
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• 
Kenya. The workers have now been warned that 
if they cause an accident they are likelv to 
be interdicted. But they are not at fault 
since the machines they use are not maintained 
but generallv defective although they are 
requi reci to use the:n all the same. A circular 
by the Union to all members requiring them 
to stop using faulty machine until they are 
checked and defects rectified has been distributed. 
All workers should be provided with protective 
gear. 
In the past, the Secretary General observed, 
there used to be a safety committee in the 
port comprised of the Union representative, 
a cross sec ti on of personnel of the port manage-
:nenc and Fact:::,.ries Inspectorate. This committee 
nas not been holdi~g tneir meetings recently. 
But the most i~portant thing is once given 
authority, t:-ie co:::mittee should deal with 
the safety macters without reporting to the 
~lanaging Director unless it is absolutely 
necessary. In its present state, it does 
not serve fully its purpose. 
The Secretary General no~ed that the management 
has not taken positive steps to ensure the 
safety of the workers by providing them with 
personal protective gear; such as safety· shoes, 
gloves and helme tS contrary to port safety rules. 
.. . : . '-"''·_-··· ' -
The role of the Union is to always educate workers 



























as to their rights o.1. place of work and the 
importance of reporting all faulty equipment 
to the management for rectification. They 
ar~ required to take necessary safety precautions 
at their place of work. However, the Secretary 
General noted that there are "Flag of Convenience'i 
shi?S which do not comply with rules concerning 
the inspection and maintenance of lifting 
equipment and thev should be made to comoly 
with the relevant rules through the co-operation 
of the employees and the management. 
It is' the role of the managment at the port 
to ensure safety of the employees by abiding 
by the safety rJles and International Labour 
Organisation conventions and recommendations 
applicable to dock~orkers' safety and health. 
The Union will follow closely that the ractified 
conventions by che Government are carried out 
by the ~anagement. 
The Secretary General stressed that causes 
of accidents are mainly due to poor housekeeping, 
ensuring cleanliness of the port. poor lighting 
of work areas, outdated equipment and obstruction 
by cranes which have broken down. He wanted 
more visits by Factories Inspectorate, Ministry 
of Labour to ensure compliance with safety 
rules concerning the above matters. 
In his general remarks, the· Secretary General 
























are regularly held with full authority to 
the committee to effect their deliberations 
without unnecessarv reference to the Managing 
Director. He pointed out that productivity 
council should also be formed to look throughout 
the port and see problems eminating from different 
sections in order to devi>e ways of eliminating them 
and improving saf etv of workers and safe use of 
equipment and gear for·handling cargo based in the 
respective sections. He stressed the importance of 
consultation between the Union, management of the 
port and the Factories Inspectorate in ensuring safe 
working condition of the port through the observation 
of Dock Safety Rules ana Codes. 
)4," ·r .r. : 
Views e.:cre.ssed c:..;.:-i:-. .;;: t!':e interview with safety section 
K?A a:-.d Dockworkers' Union resorese~ta~ive~ 
are ·11:-.oll::r -cr.ei:-s a::i::. :;c-::: of the researchers. These views, 
howeve!", were he:~~~! i~ the overall compilation of the 
crojec~ re~or: w~~c:: shculd reflect some elemen:s of 
trioo:-::is;:: of Gcve:-r.:ne:;:, E:nployer and Union 





























Data Analysis and Tabulation 
~ysis of data obtained from KPA, KCHS and KRC concerning the 
accidents which resulted in injury to an individual worker and damage 
to equipment or property was aimed at finding causes of these accidents 
in order to devise and make appropriate recorrmendations to minimise 
them. Causes were grouped in seven categories for both types of accidents 
involving personnel and equipment in order to facilitate tabulation 
of the data. A few examples of accidents in each category help in 
understanding the pattern of these accidents and therefore possible 
solutions to alleviate the causes of such type of accidents. 
Causes of accidents resulting in injuries to personnel 
~.bnthly evolution of registered accidents to individual workers at 
the port is shown in appendix 3 in Table A. It will be noted that 
recorded number from the port shown on table A far exceed that from 
Factories Inspectorate shown in the · table. 'Ihe high number of fatal 
accide¢nts in Factories Inspectorate is due to inclusion of accidents 
while on duty outside the port which may be traffic accidents and other 
unrelated to cargo handling operation at the port area. Table I show 
distribution of the accidents in number and percentages. Ttle number 
of accidents analysed is less than total number of accidents analysed 
-is- l:ess tAaFi ~ Rl:ml9e &f acc.i-defit.6 because not all accidents had 
enough infonnation to enable processing by computer. Table 2 and 3 
show causes and parts injured in fi rgure and percentage. 
The actual number of accidents to indi victuals entered for computer 
processing is 5629. The total number in al 1 the tables concerning 
accidents to individual vary from the actual figure entered due to 
missing value. Table 6, 8, 9, 10 and 11 had the highest number of 
missing values and these are handled further on in the report text. 
Other tables had small number of missing values and were not found necessary 
to ~onsider·>i:h9'n any further since these figures could not be expected 
to distort significantly the interpretation of the data. 
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MINISTRY OF LABOUR FACTORY INSPECTORATE 
SURVEY OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS 
**********~*~*************~*** 
TABLE 1 ORGANISATION BY SECTION 
==-================================= 
CARGO 
RAILWAYS PORTS HANDLING TOTAL 
==================================== 
A 0 0 654 6"'"' ..14 
B 21 121 487 487 
c 121 121 419 419 
D IZI 0 665 665 
E IZI 0 58'3 58'3 
F 0 IZI 137 137 
G 121 0 -c-~ . .;,wt:,, 3~6 
H 0 1 8~~ 801 
I 0 0 11 11 
J 0 0 464 464 
K 121 0 631 691 
C. T. ~ 21 24. 24 
OPERATICNS 121 26 3 2'3 
E:-.IG I NEER: !\IG ~ 88 ~ ~'=' ....,...,
OThS~ 21 ,_J~ 1E5 21Zl9 ~-· ==================================== 




GRAND TOTAL 5629 





A 12) l2l 12 
B 0 ~ 8.9 
c 0 0 7.7 
0 0 l2l 1--::· ~· -· -
E ~ 0 121. 8 
F 0 0 ..... C' ...... ~ 
G 0 (£] E. 5 
H 0 • 7 14.6 
I 0 ~ ~. . -
.] Ii) 0 8.5 
K 121 (2) 12.6 
C. T. 0 0 .4 
OPERATIONS 0 is. a . l 
ENGINEERING· QJ s::. s IZI 
OTHER 100 16. 7 ""'! .... 
===:==============-======== 
1210 10CZJ 11210 
=========================== 




































































SURVEY OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS 
****************************** 
CAUSE OF ACCIDENT BY SECTION 
=====:======================-==:================= 
FD FP so HO HC cs OC TOTAL MISSIJIG 
================================================= VAl.llS 
161 92 46 1 "'""'" 152 25 ">~ 654 -...;..J ..... 1 "'!''T <J..., 86 34 105 104 9 13 484 3 
94 55 :0 SS 118 1 "'!" -· 19 417 2 197 o~ OJ.., 40 119 152 42 29 662 3 
135 90 50 116 108 39 ... -, .., .. 590 -
33 18 9 36 24 2 15 137 -
96 50 39 53 SS llZl 21 357 -
241 114 48 172 162 10 54 801 -
1 2 2 2 0 ~ 1 112> 1 .... 
120 91 34 9121 94 13 2:: 464 -
181 102 47 143 139 "":·~ 51 691 -4.IJ 
3 3 3 1:1 2 -, 3 24 .... .. .., 10 1 112> 0 ,., 4 29 ... .... 
28 12 1 9'!'--:- 2 4 9 8S .., .... 
41 37 112> 43 10 1 67 209 -================================================; 
1466 845 394 1172 1155. 202 383 5617 -
==========2=================1==================== 
CAUSE OF ACCIDENT BY SECTION CY.'S) 
=-===-======;:;=========================== 
FO FP so HO HC cs QC 
========================================== 
11 10.9 11. 7 13. 2 13.2 12.4 6 
9. 1 10. 2 S.6 9 9 4.5 3.4 
6.4 6.5 7. e; 7.5 1121. 2 6.4 5 
13.4 9.S 10. 2 10. 2 13.2 21Zl. s 7.6 
9.2 10. 7 12.7 9.9 9.4 19.3 13.6 
"') ~ ,., 1 .., ~ 3. 1 2.1 1 3.9 .... . ..., "'-• -· .... 
6.5 5. 9 9.9 4.5 7.6 5 5.5 
16.4 13. 5 12. 2 14.7 14 5 14. 1 
• 1 ~ .5 .2 121 1 "T . ... ..... 
S.2 10. s 8. 6 7.7 s. 1 s.·4 5.7 
12.3 12. 1 11. 9 12.2 12 13.9 13.3 
? . - .4 .s .7 .2 1 .s 
• 1 1. 2 .,. .9 121 1 1 . .;.. 
1. 9 1. 4 'T . ,.,, 2.7 .2 2 2.3 
2.8 4. 4 2.5 3.7 .9 .5 17.5 
========================================== 



















































MINISTRY OF LABOUR FACTORY INSPECTORATE 
SURVEY OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS 
****************************** 
PART INJURED BY CAUSE OF ACCIDENT 
liEAD FEET TRUNK HANDS EYES TOTAL 
=-===-=================~~==i::;.;::==:1.:m====-== 
50 1025 118 263 8 1464 
52 410 231 150 2 845 
0 389 3 2 0 394 
136 455 93 459 28 1171 
2 148 174 828 4 1156 
10 37 22 50 83 . 202 
18 112 77 161 11 379 
==m==============================a..m=;;:.== 
268 2576 718 1913 136 5611 
=-=======-=======--========-========;i.~=.:a===== 
PART INJURED BY CAUSE OF ACCIDENT (COL %'S) 
HEAD FEET TRUNK HANDS EYES 
-n-==Q============================= 
18.7 39.8 16.4 13.7 5.9 
19.4 15.9 32.2 7.8 1.5 
0 15. l .4 • 1 0 
50.7 17.7 13 24 20.6 
.7 5.7 24.2 43.3 2.9 
3.7 1.4 3.1 2.6 61 
6.7 4.3 10.7 8.4 8.1 
=================================== 
100 100 100 100 100 
::a:::::i======================-==== 
PART INJURED BY CAUSE OF ACCIDENT (ROW %'S) 
HEAD FEET TRUNK HANDS EYES TOTAL 
===-=--:::1-=-==--=:r---=================== 
3.4 70 8.1 18 .s 100 
6.2 48.5 27.3 17.8 .2 100 
0 98.7 .8 .5 0 100 
ll.6 38.9 7.9 39.2 2.4 100 
.2 12.8 15.l 71.6 .3 100 
5 18.3 10.9 24.8 41.l 100 
4.7 29.6 20.3 42.5 2.9 100 .. ---==========c======::=====-==-===;::amc:.== 




























The grouoing of the causes resulted in the following major 
causes which give example of the type of accidents in each 
i;zroup: -
1 .. Struck by falling object (FO) such as:-
- Strong wind caused a ladder nearby to fall but directly 
uoon his head. 
While discharging maize on board the sh~p. a stack 
of maize fell on him in ha-:~h No.V. 
- The case al 1 of a sudden fel::. from the wheel-bar:-ow 
a.'id thus hit the right foo-: toe causing i::i.iury. 
'N'hile passi!'"lg between 'shed 1 and 2 going to time office, 
he.· passed nea:- the l:irr·1 was loading bags of 
wheat .&". .1. ... our, when the ~ags fell lorry to 
his head and injured hi~. 
'N'hi le fe!"::.1::.zer i:: :-.atch IV "the 
•1ic tim was hit by cff 
-:he sling while the crane C.!":.ve:- was ::.ci.;:"cing and 
the bags wer~ hovering over him. 
These cases obtained from acc:.den: reoort records at the 
port show the dangers caused by objects which in one way 
or another fall on personnel . These cause$ show many aspects 
resulting in objects falling such as unsecured ladcers when 
in use and removal to safe pcsi tion when not in use. 
Others include poor stacking, slinging, unsafe or careless 
handling and being under hoisted loads. 
It will be noted from table 2 that fall1ng objects caused 
more accidents than any other group of the causes of accidents 
and the total is 1466 of analysed ace iden ts. These accidents 
resulted in 1025 injuries to 
'• -. '• 
the feet. 263 to the :···hands./ 





























to the eyes were also caused by falling objects as shown in 
table 3. It will be observed that safetv shoes and helmets 
would have reduced the number of these accidents. These 
items are only useful if the falling object is not very 
heavy otherwise the personnel should not be under hoisted 
loads. 
ii. Falling of persons (F?) such as:-
- f el 1 on sl iopery oily Q:round and injured his forehead. 
There were r.o lights so could not see the place orooerly 
in darkness. 
fallen down wher. ar:-a:-.i;<:in;i block files on top of cabinet 
- sorained ar:.kle whe:: !":e slioped into planks of palle<:s 
he was loadi:!g. 
- whilst boar~ir.<j tr.e shio, the pe:-son slipped on the 
sr.ip's ladder;injury ~is left leg. 
w::ilst go:.:-.~ aboar-: s!'".ip, ::e slipped and fell on live 
e:ectr:.c ~ire which :aused ~~rns to his right shoulder. 
whilst handling bags cf coffee in hatch III aboard 
ship, he sli:;;::ied :ell from a makeshift platform 
of pallets injuring h:.s ri~ht ankle. 
These causes illustrate how persons can fall on slippery 
ground, ladder, tripping over soaces between olanks of pallets 
or falling off the makes:::.:t platforms. It indicates also 
that on falling further injuries due to other causes can 
result as in the case of electric burns mentioned above 
and even dropoin.Q; into the sea and being drowned. Fatality 
may result in ·case the height of falling is far above the 
,ground. 






























feet being the most affected part of the body as shown in 
table 3 with 410 cases followed by the trunk with 230 cases 
hands and head also received in.iuries as a result of persons 
faling. Slippery and trioping conditions on work area should 
be avoided by good housekeeping. 
iii. S~epping on objects (SO) such as:- . 
- Stepped on a sharp nail whilst stripping container 
while t:-acir.g contai:1ers in the park he stepped into 
a hole and was cu-: on the left leg by a piece of 
me:al in the hole. 
whilst supervisir:g to clear cargo along the rail li:1e 
Ne.II, the coi!d s:eel sharp edge laying on ground 
inj~red his lef: foo:. 
S:e~pi:1g or. objects is due to poor housekeeping or 
clearing c: otjec:s er: the are.~ of work to ensure that 
t:-.ere are nc l ay~::g ct.s ~ac 1 es and holes on the ground. 
T!-.ese obs:acles -:nay a:.sc be the primary cause of per~ons 
falli.:"lg. 
.Al ':hough t!;.e nu:r.t; e :- of cases caused by stepping on object 
is relatively s:::al l , 394 cases cut of 5617 total number 
of accider.ts, the r.umber caused by this group could 
be further be :-e~uced by use of safety shoes as the 
feet were most af:ected with 389 cases as shown in table 
2 anc 3. Good housekeeping is also important ·in this 
case. Other parts affected are trunk with 3 cases and 
hands . with 2 cases. These other parts of the body were 
mainly as a result of falling after stepp·ing on objects. 
iv. Hitting or striking against objects (HO) such as:-













while he was trying to push a ma.J..e hook to a female 
buffer by force using his left lea he hit the couoling 
and injured the same le~. 
- ar-ter unslinging the load when the crane was ,lifting 
the snooter wire, the wire swung and hit his eye. 
he was hit on the back by mobile crane whilst stacking 
scme cases in the yard. 
- was hit bv shed doer or. ~~e right hand arm while closing 
the shed. 
I hi~ his foot agair.s~ a pallet injuring his toe. 


















esse!'1':ial. But the re a "'"' .. - cases when collisions occur due 
to lack of skills in cor.:rol of lifting appliances and attach-
men-:s sue~ as sli:;gs ar:::: hecks which swing stricking workers 
at the same time . 
The fig;.;:-es on -calbe 2 and indicate that this group of 
cai.:ses ::f accide:::s res:..:l ':e~ ~.... 1172 cases of in.iurieg and 
mes: a.=-:ec-:ec oa!"t of -:::-:e :.ccy are hands and feet with 459 
ar:c! 455 cases respective~v. T~e heads received 136 injuries, 
trunk 93 a•d eyes 28. Care en the part of workers handling 
car30 is most important but safety shoes will reduce some 
of the injuries . Care and skill in cargo handling operation 
call for training of workers carrying out these duties. 
v. Handling of ca:-go (nC) such as:-
- while slinging car-;zo load of bags using rope slings 
during the signallin2 of ''heave-up~ his thumb was caught 
in the rope sling. 
- while working on berth I stacking coil.$l, his fingers 
were cut by protruding sharp edge of the coil. 
- while workin~ in hatch V aboard shio discharging bags 
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lert side hand. 
while sli~ging bundles of wire ropes in hatch IV abroard 
shio, he was slashed bv a protruding oiece of wire 
- his right hand fi:--~2er was cut with knife while soli t·ting 
er bleedi~g bags c: oil cake on board ship. 
The causes of these ca':e2orv cf accider:.:s involve skill 
in handlini;z cargo and -::!"'.e use of protec-:ive gear aporooriate 
for the work being car:-ied on such as hand-gloves for the 
pr-otection ·of hands. 
In table 2 and 3, the r:.~:r.::;er of ac.:ider.-:s caused bvhaifndling 
of cargo as a group l:i.55 w:.:::. the most affected pru-t 
or- the body bei:-i.12: the ha::C:s .,,.i tr:. 8.25 cases. The trunk 
received 174 i::juries a:,..; :~e fee: 148. The head and eyes 
were also affected. Alt~c~5~ care :hrou2~ training is needed, 
hand-:o:lo·..res would have :-e:::.~c e::! ::ic s: of' :hese· injuries which 
resul':ed in sc :;;any cases sf :-.a::C. ac:::::::er:.':s. Both causes 
cf accident di..;.e to har.:::. .:..:-.g .... - ""',.....,.... _a,_ Q'.J (HC) and hit ting bv 
objects ( :10) were prac:.:.. ca:. ly se:::c:1d ~c causes due"to falling 
object (FO). Therefore use cf sa~ety shoes, hand-gloves 
and t:-aining fer skil 1 s a::d ca:-e in r.a::dl ing cargo are in 
~his rankin~ order mos: imoort~~t in reducing accidents 
at the port. The feet received most number of injuries 
standin.G!: at 2576 cases ·,y~ile the har1ds had 1913 cases as 
shown in table 3. 
vi. Corrosive or irritating substances (CS) such as:-
- injured bv leaking corrosive chemicals on the fingers. 
- burnt on the hattA by leakin,1;; caustic soda liquid in 
hatch I aboard ship. 
- whilst working at berth I near the crane which was 
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blown ·by wind entered into his left eye in~uring it. 
- while set to handle drums containing toluene which 
were stuffed into container, he inhaled the dangerous 
vapour which was coming from the already opened 
container. 
These cases indica:e the fact that handling of corrosive 
irri tatir.g subst:ance require the use of protective clothing 
and ot:he~ gears such as goggles and gloves for the protection 
of eves a.~d hancs. 
F.:-om table 2 ar1d 3 the number of these cases is relatively 
small, 202 cases with the eves being most affected pa.:-t 
:;f the tody r.avir:g 83 inju.::--y cases followed with the hands 
wi-:h 50.cases. The feet received 37 injuries and the trunk 
22 while t:!"'.e !":.ead had 10 in.iuries. Use of protective gear 
wculd· ha·;e red.'..:: et :he number of these cases. 
vii. O:her ca~ses (CC) such as: 
wh~le he was ocer:ing the cover of radiator to put 
ccld wa:e.::- the cover was forced open by steam scalding 
him. 
sprai~ed his back while lifting rice bags. 
while leavi::1g the office his car was involved in a 
head-en collision with another car on the slooe of 
the road near port dispensary. He sustained mouth 
injuries. 
- he was knocked and slashed on leg by crane rubber 























whilst climbing on a forklift machine he accident-
ally touched the exhaust pipe which caused burns 
to his left palm. 
whilst arresting a suspected thief the same hit 
his nose therebv inflicting injury. 
whilst waiting for a cup of tea in H-canteen, a 
waiter carrying cups of tea stumbled and one cup 
fell and scalded his face. 
The causes in this category vary widely from backaches 
aue to wrong lifting techniques, scalding due to various 
causes to violent thieves and canteen accidents when having 
a break. Safety require~ents in these cases depend on 
predictable causes of accidents and so call for training 
and care i~ addition to other preventive measures such 
as insulacing exhaust pipe or positioning them away from 
the reach of operators of ~achines. 
The nu;;:b e .:-- of accide:-:-cs ...: ~ 1 ,c. ._ ... - :o this cause is very big 
as indica-:ed in table z. ar:.C. 3 which show 383 cases with 
ha:-.d.s rece:..ving 161, ;...i...,::. l.. •• _ _ ... .:iio-... -- ;.. 112, trunk 77, head 18 
and eves ::. The ~se cf safe~y gears indicated in other 






























Fai.:a..1.:i. cies '!his was considered seoarately since fortunately 
the number of cases was nae large to warrant comolicaced 
analvsis and tabulation. There were six recorded cases 
of fatalities during the whole oeriod under studv. Two 
cases occurred in 1978 one when a bundle of steel 
railwav sleepers being dischar£ed swung with great force, 
hit che deceased around the pelvis and fatallv iniuring 
him;and the ocher fell off the edge of the hatch coam~ 
while craping in darkness having heen closed inside 
c~in deck by ~istake. One case was re2istered in 
1979 caused bv a bag which fell off suspended palle: 
scri~king the victim on the head causing fatal injury 
while in hacch II aboard ship. In 1981 there were two 
cases when one of the victim was buried in bags of 
phosphate when the stack collapsed on him in the shed, 
while the other struck bv a swinging sling of six plates 
against the shed wall during lowering of the load with 
a crane. In 19ci2 one person ~as killed when a wire rod 
slipped from a bundle and cr~shed fatally the head of the 
victim. A case which did not involve cargo handling 
operations but within the port was registered. The 
case occurred ~hen an askari or a security person was 
hi~ with a pair of scissors thrown by gangsters who 
escaped in a canoe. The pair of scissors landed on his 
scomach fatally injurying hi~. 
In general, the dock~orkers were found to have education 
at the level of primary education mostly and a few at 
secondary level, trained in cargo handling equipment and 
related operations and had experience except few cases. 
Due to the rate of work ranging from average of 100.2 tons 
































124 tons in 1984 to 144 tons in 1985 makes the rythm of 
work intensive ano more mistakes resulting in injury to 
personnel. 
More ~tail analvsis and cabulation of accidents to 
personnel is given in aopendix 4. 
In these ~ables as :~e c:~er tables l and 2 sections I 
was not considerec as a separate sec~icn since this was 
not shown in the records at the oort. Section 
J was said to be -:he sa:ne as ccr:-:ainer terminal 
(C.T.) "Ope :-at i c:-.s a::d were taken 
as "other oa:-ts of ~r.e port. 
In table 4 aoa.::-: f:-~m "ccntai:-le:- terminal" and 
other parts of 
less the sa.-::e 
:he 
_,... __ 
""""" ... .,, more or 
Containe.r 
te rmir.al hac most mcce :-r. c args ha:: cling equipment 
the ca:-;;;:o ---~ :::..... ....... there!:'ore a 
:e'tl perscnne.: we:-e re:::-..:.:..:-ed. r:-. 0 :::"" ::;erscr.nel were 
also observed to be c:~ hi~=-:e:- ed"..:.cation and more 
qualified "n ca:-Ro ha."'lcl.ir:g ope.::-a:ic::s :han in other 
sections of the pc:-: where ~ersc~nel were less 
educated [and using t:rpes o: mec:-.nical handling 
operations than :~er sections cf the port where 
personnel we:-e ecucated] ar.d using old types 
of mechanical handlir.~ equipment. Section F with 
137 cases has only shecs while Section C with 418 
cases has only or.e ber~h. No ex;'.)lanation could 
be attributed to section B with 487 cases. 
In table 5 which supoliment table 4, it wi11 --
be noted that most of the accidents occurred at 
























the berths; total .nwnber being 3146. This is due to cargo being handled 
both on the shore and in the ship. Where there was an indication of 
an accident happening in the ship such a case was classified as "other" 
together with other parts of the port. The sheds also had high figure 
as cargo is handled twice in the sheds when putting it in and when 
removing it out 1306 cases were recorded for the sheds. 
further analysis of the data as shown in table 6 indicates that handling 
of general cargo resulted in 1808 cases. General cargo come in various 
fonns requiring various cargo handling attachment such as pallets and 
slings and various handling machines such as cranes and forklifts. 
When these are not safe for use and or use without due care accidents 
are botmd to happen. Handling of bulk dry cargo use mainly bags or 
drums and is rrore similar to general cargo. 1286 cases were recorded 
for this type of cargo. Bulk liquid is mainly pumped and manual handling 
is limited and so the cases of accidents were also low. · Containerised 
cargo require few personnel used mainly in stripping cargo for custom 
inspection and so few accidents are recorded. The figures for these 
two types of cargo were 285 and 203 respectively. Miscelleneous materials 
handled at the port con8idered as "other" had high figure 1 722 but 
' it was not easy to attribute these to specific types of materials. 
.Missing values shown in table 6 are attributed to cau.Ses but not various 
materials handled . The figures for "other causes" ( OC) are quite high 
due to lacl< _ of specific categorisation. This is followed by "Falling 
Persons" which may result when not handling any material. 
evolution of accidents by section is shown on table,t. 
Monthly 
~ All the IOOnths had more or less the same number of accidents except 
December which had a slight drop. This table cannot show any major 
variation . in rn..mIDer of accidents by roonth. December has two holidays 
but nothing rrore. In table 8 which is a follow-up of table 7, first 
week of the rwnth had roore accidents numbering 1213 followed by second 
to the last week of the roonth with 1029 cases. In between the number 




































this phenomenon but possibly due to social activities enjoyed after 
salaries are paid at the end of the rronth and if mid-month is also 
paid. further analysis shown in table 9 that rrore accidents took place 
at the end of first shift and at the beginning of second shift. First 
shift starts from 07.00 to 15.00 hours and second starts from 15.00 
to 23. 00 hours. The figures at the end of first shift is 1592 cases 
while that of second shift is 15. 31 cases. Al though the records at 
the port did not indicate the third shift, accidents shows that such 
a shift may have existed, resulting in 1114 accidents towards the end 
of the shift . '!he reason for this is generally accepted as due to 
fatigue in the cases of those accidents which took place towards the 
end of the shift. Mombasa is generally very hot during the day, temperatures 
being around 30°C and starting work after lunch may inf~uence mental 
tiredness. To meet the target of the tonnage of cargo handled by gang 
the rate work may be increased at the beginning or towards the end 
of shift. However, these have not been confinned as no study towards 
this end was carried out. In both table 8 and 9, the missing values 
distributed over the sections is due to non-recording of day or hour 
of accident by the reporting person. Entry error is associated with 
missing values within a given period in the two tables. In table 10, 
it will be noted that those with experience between 20 and 24 years 
had more accidents numbering 1223 cases followed by those with 15 to 
19 years of experience w-lth 1070 cases. This may be due to over-confidence, 
old age and lack of skills in carge handling operation as most of these 
were recruited quite sometime go. 
Those with experience below forlf'" years had 963 followed by those between 
5-9 years experience as a result of lack of experience and skills both 
of which are gained with time as shown by the group with 10-14 years 
experience when the figure dropped to 702. The percentage in the two 
categories are reverse • 
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Those within the experience 5 to 9 has higher percentage that those with 
Q,. 
less than four years due tol,number leaving for higher grades or resigning. 
Between 25 and 29 years of experience and over 30 years of experience 
with 424 ·and 65 cases· respectively may be attributed to few personnel 
in these categories who are directly engaged in cargo handling operations·. 
Better skills and training may have contributed to low figures for 
those with 10-14 years experience and those between 5 and «i:! years 
experience. The· respective figures are shown in the table. In table 
11. the ages of victims are given indicating the places where they were 
injured. Those with ages between 40 and 4P and between 4.5 and 51> had more 
accidents with 113ft and 1155 cases respectively. The ages between 40 and 50 
years appear to be rros:t affected al though these· are people who should 
be having enough experience. 
In table 12, 13 and 14 number of days lost by organisations sections 
and the categories of the days lost are given to show the type of losses 
in days which the port suffered through accidents to workers. These 
losses can be reduced if measures which appear in the recorrrnendation 
are effectively implemented. The overall man-hours lost which include 
data not processed by computer available in records for 1978 to 1983 
(figures for 1984 and 1985 not available) are 1, 039, 591 out of a total 
man-hours worked for same period of 68, 200, 028 man-hours. The frequency 
rates and severity rates calculatec:!. for KCHS, since data for this 
organisation were available, as shown on the following· table of frequency 
rates declined since 1978 to 1985 from 97.7 to 42.5 respectively. 






































Number of Errployees of KPA and KCHS:-
Year '. KPA 
Eng.&·~ 'IDTAL Dockworkers 
Personnel (Average) 
1978 2741 3582 5890 
1979 2766 3626 5771 
1980 2888 3752 5564 
1981 3038 3986 5330 
1982 3525 4744 5162 
1983 3261 4366 4539 
1984 3388 4545 4192 
1985 3246 4505 3987 
i t 










Note:- Eng. & oper = Engineering and Operations Personnel: and together 
with dockworkers are directly associated with cargo handling 
operations in one way or another. 
Freguncy and Severity Rates for KCHS only 
I 
Year Total N:> Total IV.LAN-HRS Total Days Freq.Rate 
of worked lost due to Acc. . 
k:C. 
1978 1207 12,323,096 8410 97.9 
1979 899 10816644 6528 83.1 
1980 922 12163198 6796 75.8 
1981 850 12233931 7266 69.5 
1982 670 11170801 5874 60.o 
1983 555 9492358 4452 58.5 
1984 537 9499710 5326 56.5 
1985 403 9489400 4332 42.5 
Total 6043 87189138 48984 Av.68.P 
FoITlllla used: - 1) Freq. Rate =Total Nr. of Ace. x 1, CXX>, COO 




0. 5 75 ( 1. 82) 
o. 575( 1.820 
0.400(1.20) 
0.394 




2) Severity Rate = Total Nr.of Days lost due to Ace 















·: S:--Severi ty rate in brackets include . death cases (Deys lost + 7, 500 deys for each case) 
· b. Total Freq. and Severity rates are averages. ' .. · .. . · '·' 
c. Total man-hours lost figures for 1984 and 1985·were not available at the t~ of . , 
study and available figures are not used for any calculation here. . · 
. ·d. Calculation- for KCHS se~ctions and to include KPA anC1 KRC was not possible due to . :I 
























CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS (INCIDENTS) WHICH RESULT IN EQUIPMENT OR PROPERTY 
DAMAGE 
Yearly reported accidents· to equipment is shown on table B appendix 
3. Table 15 show the types of equipment studies by organisation and 
table 16 causes. 
' 
... ·.· 
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MINISTRY OF LABOUR FACTORY INSPECTORATE 
SURVEY OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS 
*•*********************~****~* 










PORTS HANDLING TOTAL 
==================================== 
0 8 121 8 
0 24 0 24 
0 <" 0 "'!" .... .... 
:a 0--· 121 121 
121 16 121 16 
121 l 0 1 
UNCE~HUNQ J'I 8 QI e; 0 6 
C/H BELT CONVEYCR 121 <ZI IZl 0 
TRACTCR l2l 121 4:: 42 
TRAI~:'.R ~ 121 .1 1 
FORKLIFT T~!..!C:-\ !ZI Ii) 56 56 
=====================;============== 
58- S9 l c-7 ...Jo 
==================================== 






CRANES . . CONTAINER 121 13.8 l2l 
P. E. TRAVELLI!\:G 121 41. 4 121 
P. E. FI XE:> 121 C" '"> ..J ..... 121 
E. O. TRAV::'.!...L ! ~G IZI 0 0 
MOB !L..:: IZI 27.6 0 
FLOATING 121 1. 7 121 
UNDERl-iUl\:G JI3 0 10.3 121 
O/H BE!_T CONVEYOR IZI 121 (J 
TRACTOR la 0 4::..4 
TRA!LER (21 0 l 


































ftl~USTRY Of l.ABCUR F~Cl?Y It.S?ECTORATE 
SURVEY (f' !NDUSTRIAL. occ:IE:iTS 
,. .... ffl<4'•-·'**"'·<M-......... ~ 
TABI.£ 16 ••• ~USE OF 1ST :C:Il>ENT BY :GU!Pl'IEMT TYPE 
s T H c F D Pl 
C~'CS • • !:ttH;!I~i1 g a 3 ~ a " 1 ?. S TRAVC!.l.ZNU 4 I) 6 2 1 5 
?. :'.. FIXED ra g Q a II 0 
E.1 TRAVfil!SG 2 ii 2 a a Q 0 
!'ICB!LE g B 4 ,, a 1 1 
FLOATING 1 a fa J a II " 1.:m~nli.lMi JIB • I ~ ~ n g g • 
0/H EEL T CO!'t.-!Yoa g II i a a a '1 
TRAC70R .,. 1 22 1 I 4 2 ,J 
rnAtL.Ea B a 1 a il 3 9 
FO~LIFT -rnua< !2 '1 17 B 2 6 5 
21 1 ~ lL 1 12 14 .... 
C~L'SE OF 1ST ~r!lENT BV ECU!~T TYPE C:t' S> 
5 T H c F D " 
C~cS • • C~TAI~~ 2 a ~7 fl 3 iJ 7. 1 II 
? • E. TRll•2...!. ING ~ a 11. 3 9.1 ~ 2. 3 ~.7 
P. S. FIXED " B II 9 .. 1 Q a " E. O. TRR.'EU.I~-IG 2 a ii 2 " i1 " l'ICBI~ ~ I 7.5 fa a S.3 7. 1 
~rr:-.a A.8 ·1 8 g 3 2 B " LJ.:lEAHJ.'lG jr3 4.S ~ B B 3 " 3 .. 
0/H !ltl..T C::O,-.CVEYOR 2 8 a a a ~ a 
Ti1PiCTCa 14.3 lli 41.5 9.1 fa !3.3 111. 3 
~ILE.~· ra I 1.9 g I " g FC~ IFT '!'i!JC< 57.1 a "M 1 ....... -r... 7 ~ 2 35. 7 








































As in the case of acciaents to personnel, causes were grouped into 
seven maier categories as follows:-
(i) Slipping or dropping off-handling attachments (S) such as:-
whilsc driver was aischarging paper bales from ship to shore, 
the belt slipped anci bales fell down one on the verandah and 
the other into the sea. One sling belt was used instead of~ 
wnile tne driver of machine was scow~ng the pallet of tea, he 
passed over a piece of dunna.ge, the machine tilted, tne 
pallet fell damaging one chest. 
while crane driver was off-loading reams of paper from lorry, 
the pallet fixed with plastic belt and wnen hoisted the belt 
came off frcm the crane's hooks causing pallet to fall anci 
~ 
7 reams out110 got damaged as this ~as unsafe handling. 
as cargo was being taken to crane :icck for loading 10 bags 
coffee fell off the pallet due to uneven surface on berth on· 
the same day for same reason 38 bags fell into the muci and 
stained. 
while stacking cable druns with forklift, two cable drums 
slipped fran pallet and rolled into cne sea. 
while the forklift was ascenaing the ramp, a pullet came off 
the forks and fell down. 
while the crane d1'Lver was hoisting two slings of bags of rice, some 
bags slipped off fran one sling dropping on one private 












the crane was neaving a sling of bags of sugar when b 
bags slioped and fell into sea. 
While the driver was taking a sharo corner the 
container went off the trailer. 
While loading bales of sisal from berth to hatch, 
one sling of three bales slioped fell onto the 
save-all-net which got cut and so the bale fell 
into the sea and was damaged. 
Loading a new forklift truck to lorry using another fork-
lift, the new forklift slipped and fell getting damaged.The 
loading was unauthorised. 
The causes of all these cases given here as examples 
were tne result of poor slinging, uneven_~loors, unskilled 
driving of forklift specially on ramps, speed of handlingJ 
wrong accachmenc or in-ariequate strengch of nets and 
unauthorisea handling of loads. This calls for improved 
skills and strict observation of safe handling procedures by 
cpe!"a-:o!"S ar,c s~::ervisors.In table 16 the total number of' eauioment stucie:i 
wr.ich had caused an accident or accidents is 116.Those accidents caused by 
slipping or d."'Cpping off-handling attachments numbered 21 which is second 
hi.nest afte!" hi t~ing or strickin,g cases. 
ii. Troopling, over":Uming or dera~.lment (T) such as:-
~-•.'I •, ..... • 
While fora tractor was pulling trailer loaded 
with crates, the trailer passed over a damaged 
cover of a hole making the trailer to overturn 
and caused the breakage of four crates. 
While driver was shunting trucks on line 8, 
the trucks overpowered the tractor which skidded 
and overturned from channel. 
While the. railway truck.,was being shunte.d J~s.ing.: 
ford tractor from berth 9 line one to yard 9/10 
- so -
line 4, the truck left the line and derailed. 
- Wnile off-loaaing a heavy lift package witn its 
weight on one side gross weight being 16,500 kgs 
and on the other being 10,800 kgs, the driver 
of the mobile crane failed to fix the centre of 
gravi~; and the crane toppled on one side. 
The above cases give the causes of toppling, overturning 
and derailing as being due to instability of eauipment 
while in operation as a result of shifting moMement of 
forces outside the centre of gravity to such an extent 
as to cause this tvpe of accidents. This.makes it 
essential to emphasis on training and ensuring their 
competence in operating cargo handling eauioment. 
01~plicated or uneven loads need the assistance of suoervisors. 
Although exa!T;)le given are mar.v cr.ly ~r.e ~.achine was studied. givinR: only 
cr:e case of tcpplL"'lSZ in table 16. 
iii. Hitting or striki..."'lg ru<:ai.~s~ (H) see~ as:-
- Cranes 102 and 103 collided between shcreand 
ship. Crane No.102 was loading bales and it 
was swung towards the hatch with cargo on the 
net. So during collision one bale of sisal 
slided off from the net and drooped into the 
sea. 
While both drivers of forklift and payloader 
were reversing they collided and the forklift 
got damaged. 
While driver was driving the forklift slipped 
and crashed through the door and damaged it 


























- The ramp was too high for the tugmaster to pass 
and the trailer stand caught one of the pieces 
of metal ioining the ramp. Seeing this the 
ship personnel lowered the ramp and the piece 
metal broke and fell into the sea. 
While driving towards container terminal, a G.K. car 
came speeding and knocked the forks off the lift. The car 
was also damaged. 
While loading full container from the trailer 
to ship using Kone crane, the container swaved 
about and hit the back glass of tugmaster and 
broke it. 
Faces arising from the cases indicate that causes in this 
category, which include collisions, are maily due to lack 
of care and co-ordination of operations and movements, 
passage ways including ac~ess to RORO should be made ~afe 
bv checking and complying with traffic rules together 
with maintaining safe aiscance among the macnines which are in 
cpe=-aticn.Ma..'1y acciden:s we:-e dt;e to hi ttiruz: against or striking cases which 
r.i..:r.bered 53 as shewn in table l6. This aopears to be a major cause of acci-
dents to the equi;:miem;. 
iv. - Careless handli~g attachments (C) such as:-
- One pallet of nine arums drooped and got lost 
in the sea. The pallet was already landed by 
winch on the auav side when all of a sudden 
the winchman started to hoist tne scay wire 
and dragged the pallet towards the sea and 
droppeo the pallet into the sea. 
while the driver was pushing one machine with 
the other forklift, the forks slipped and 

































- Whilst the crane was lifting bales.with sister 
hooks, one bale wnich came under hatch coaming 
was held back by the hatch coaming and the hook 
which was holding it was cut as a result. 
While discharging container 5 tons in weight with 
a crane of 7 tons S.W.L., our foreman, serang 
and gang unlocked two container shoes lock, 
when Chev were going round the container to 
unlock the other two shoes, the crane driver 
lifted or hoisted the container without signal 
to hoist bv our gangway man, thus causing the 
jib and the wire block or wheels to bent upward~ 
and rendered the crane to stop working completely. 
Gantry crane driver moved the crane without 
instructions anc riamaged snios derrick. the . 
jib was broken. 
While the drive= was lifting up Boss forklift 
machine to take on board the ship, he hoisted 
the crane without being given anv signal by 
the gang and before it ~as properly hooked and 
so damaged steering wheel and rod of the fork-
lift. 
Whilst stripping containers near ten days shed, 
the forklift got stuck on the ground and the 
driver tried using another forklift to lift the 
one stuck on the ground but the later broke its 
rear part. 
The crane driver lowered the hooks with r6pe 
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the forklift and noisted the cranes with the 
knowledge of gangway man forcing the driver 
of forklift to jump out. The forklift over-
turned upside down. 
When sling of drums from hatch was landed one 
drum rolled bv the side of truck into berth 
anri into tne sea. 
While the crane driver was lowering 20 feet 
spreader co discharge container, the force on a 
container 40 feec made two holes on the container 
as the wrong spreader was used. 
These cases illus:race careless handl~ng of loads, none 
cordination of work. use of wrong aopliances and carrying 
out dangerous ooe=acion without orooer supervision and 
autnority to do so. I~ calls for more comprehensive 
safety measures t~ je instituted with strict observation of 
safecy in r..a.-:C.:inJZ ca:-g:.· ~d ~ing ecuipment .Al though there are a nt:mt:er of 
examples sig!:::ed ur.ce.=- ::-..:.s category of causes of accidents to equipment 
table 16 shews onlv E -:ases for eauioment studied. 
v. · Failure of han~ling attachment (F) such as:-
- Whilst the driver was lifting a stone crusher 
machine which wasW&Lighing 48 tons from the 
Jumbo deck co shore, the wire rope snapoed and 
the machine fell between the shore and Jumbo deck. 
While crane driver of crane was hoisting machine 
weighing 6450 Kgs. he slewed the crane and the 
hoisting wire broke loose and the load fell on 
too of stacked drums which were damaged together 





















The container got unslung on one side thus 
twisting the soreader and corners of soreader 
were damaged. 
While loading ~ontainers from trailer brought 
from J section the right tvres, unit of two 
tvres, loosened from axis and drooped into the 
sea. 
While lifting cargo pallet, lift chain of 
forklift gave way. 
The driver tried to lift one steel coil weighing 
2.4 tons with both forks of forklift brought 
together but failed due to a previous welded 
section which cracked bringing the.forks down. 
Whilst the winch was swinging a sling of bags 
maize germ meal, the preventer and main guv of 
the inner derrick broke, cne derrick swang outwards 
letting the runners loose and landed in the sea 
with 19 bags lost and 17 soacked wet. 
While shifting containers Nhen he was lowering -at about ten yards (3.3. metres) away, the 
front loader unhooked two sides and the remainder 
ripped off the hooks causing front too quarter 
ripped off. 
While lifting a package one hook of sister 
hooks broke into 2 pieces and 3 hooks of the 
sister hooks were completely bent. 
When discharging bags of sugar, two slings hooked 































slings parted as the crane was being slewed 
cowards the auav from the ship and rendered 
12 bags loose with 3 bags falling into the 
sea and 9 bags on deck. 
While loading 6 steel coils onto the bogie the 
chassis of the bogie collapsed possiblv due to 
old age and rust. 
These cases which depict various attachment of cargo 
handling equipment and their mode of failure provide 
guideline as to the causes which eventually result in 
accidents and dangerous incidents ending in damage to 
eauioment and propertv. The causes are mainly aue to 
lack of effective scheduled inspection, maintenance and 
misuse bv overloadin~, bulling against edges so that 
they are weake(a by wear, poor storage so that corrosion L~~ 
is accelerated~ using wrong attachment and wrong method 
of hanaling. From the above it will be noted that it is 
important co train operators in safe techniques of 
handling cargo and use of the equipment with attachment 
followed by strict observed schedules of inspections 
and maintenance or replaced.Safety devices must alwavs 
be in use and operational conditions such as for spreader locks. 
Under this categor-.1 of cai.:.se~ of' accidents to eouioment, table 16 shows 4 
cases for equipment stuCiee. 
vi. Defective con~rol mechanisms (D) such as:-
.· . •" 
- While travelling from workshop to yard 16/17 
off-load cargo from lorry, the steering of mobile 
crane was iammeri and the crane driver lost control 
on the road and overturned. 
While .. lifting bundles of timber the brakes of 
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rested on forklift which was reversed and left 
moving. The forklift stopped at the bank of 
the sea leaning on the ship. 
The crane over iibbed with a grab full of bulk 
maize and broke the roof of shed 8. 
The driver of forklift stopped the machine anri applied 
handbrake but left it running and went to fetch 
water for engine cooling. While away the gear 
engaged and the machine moved backward and hit 
a motor vehicle which was parked opposite 
for off-loading bags of coffee damaging it. 
While the crane was off-loading the lowering 
brakes became inoperative and the load fell 
into the sea 
While ririving forklift, the brakes failed and 
t~e forklift went into the sea and sunk but 
was recovered . 
The tugmaster's cabin was damaged and dis-
positioned while moving through the ramp to the 
ship's lift as the brakes failed and it hit the 
lift. 
While the crane was under repair, the grab became 
uncontrolled and descended on the roof of shed 
damaging it. 
These types of accidents are mainly caused due to 
failure of brakes and les~ with other controls but 
safe use of equipment require th~t all controls.sho~ld be 




















reported for necessarv remedial action t~ technicall~ 
competent personnel authorised to take such an accion 
' without unnecessary delay. Operators of eauipment 
should be forbidden from using equipment witri defective 
safety devices and control. Table 16 indicates 12 cases under this 
cat:egory. 
vii. ~iscellaneous causes (M) such as:-
- two drums were. found damaged in yard 16/17 and 
all contents leaked out. The cause was not known. 
For unknown reason one white unpacked oeugeot 504 
saloon went over the berth and fell into the sea 
between 15 and 16 cranes. 
While the driver of crane No.303 was closing che 
crane, the crane caught fire. 
While operating forklift~ suddenly the machine 
caugnt fire. 
Whilst carrying car~o from full containers the 
forklift was reversed but sunk into a small 
ditch breaking transmission bell housing. 
When the case was lifted from vard stack to be 
placed on a lorry using crane, there was power 
failure as the case was being lowered. It then 
fell onto the lorry from a height of 3 feet 
approximately. 
Cableman shifted crane to hatch but left the cable 
lying on the railway line and was crushed out by 

















While che driver was turning xo right, the 
backside wheels of the forklift broke and wenc 
aside. 
Causes of accidents falling under this category are 
varied and involve carelessness, defective equipment which 
are not electrically and mechanically ~ sound and 
failure co reoort when the eauioment and property are 
damaged possiblv due to irresponsibility. But as in 
all cases involvin2 accidents to oersonnel and damage to 
eauioment and propercv should be investigated so that the 
cause is identified and remedial measures taken to avoid 
similary cases in the future. Table 16 indicates 14 cases under 
tr.is category 
In 2eneral,equipment and attachments were found not to 
nave inspection and maintenance schedules which are 
strictly observed. It was, however, noted that all the 
machinery studied were not operating but those which 
were in operacion lacked alot of basic devices necessary 
for safe use of the equipment and attachments. Over 
siJ;two had no light lamps or light indicators, twenty 
six had no horns or alarms, twenty one had no handbrakes, 
nineteen had no ventilation system in cabin except where 
possible natural which was found to be inadeauate in such 
a hot humid climate. These were either absent or none 
operational. Other machinery had control levers without 
knobs 1 panel indicators and meters missing, forks' 
holding pins were missing and broken windows glasses in 
addition to essential control and safety devices. Repairs 
and replacement of defective parts was not done generally 
as a result of inspection and maintenance schedules carried 
ou'= ,except in some cases of attachments, but as .a result 
. - :• ~ 
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used when they are not gurranteed as safe for cargol;. Steering system, 
brake system, tilt and hoist systems hydraulic and pneumatic systems and 
transmission system were noted as major repairs. 
Detailed ~.nalysis and tabulation of accidents to equipment and property is 
given in acpend.ix 4. 
In aope.-..dix 4 the following obse:vations can be made: 
In table 17 which reflect the year when the equipment studied was corrmission, 
nurrber of eouioment corrmissioned before 1977 iS. 52 indicating that many of 
these mechanical handling macr • ..ir1es are old. Tractors and Forklifts numbering 
38 were arr.cng those studied which had been comnissioned in 1981 and 1982. 
Few new :..ac.hines were studied. Lack of other details reduced the number · .. 
processed bv ccq:>uter to 131. Apart from container cranes which were 
fairly r:ew, ccrrmissioned in 1983 and 1984 other machines were studied 
were corrrr.issicr.ed at various years as indicated in the table. Only 
one pcr::al electric travelliNI: crane corrmissioned in 1986 was srudied 
when t:-.e :J!"Cject was being carried out. P:-ior knowledge of the year 
when t!':e equi;:rr:ent was corrrnissioned was not taken into account since. 
selectic:l was :-c::.r.dcm. The missing values were confirmed physically from 
records whose number was small to be due to lack of date of corrmissioning. 
In table 18 ecuiprr:ent a,ge at first accident bv cause of accident shows 
that rr.a.-:y of these machinery had an accident while still new and when 
old so t.11.at those with less than 2 years in service had a total of 
49 cases and at ten years service had 15 cases. M:>st of these accidents 
were in t.""le cate,gory of hi ttin,g or striking a,gainst category of causes 
with a total of 46 cases. Slipping of the attachments followed with 
16 cases. Since the number of equipment studied can not be considered 
.!t·'-t>-a..-.~ 
to represent the whole number of mechanical handlingL at the port, these 
fi,Cl;l.ll"es only represent an indicator of the type of accidents and causes. 
In table 19 total l'UJITlber of accidents · for equipment studi,ed is JU ven 
to shew that the type of equi.:pl'Tlent studied ma,v have had rrore than one 
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Tables 20 and _21 show places where these accidents occurred 
by cause and type cf ec:uiomen t. Most of these accidents 
happened at the berths with 47 cases and yards with 38 cases 
as these places are where most of handling operations using 
various types of machines are carried out. Fork•l.ifts caused 
most of the accidents with 50 cases followed by tractors 
with 33 cases and portal electric travelling cranes with 
9 cases. 
Hittin2 or striking a£ainst as a cause category had the 
hi2hest number with 53 cases. Sli?Oing· or dropping off 
the attachments had 21 cases. ~efective machine had 12 
cases wi:h careless handling followin~iclaiming 11 cases. 
When these accidents are fun:her ar.alysed on monthly basis, 
it is shown in table 22 that not much variation is noticed 
except for the month of May wher. t:he figure is small being 
6 cases arid in the mer. th Se;J "':e:'i'lber with a high figu:-e of 
16 cases. The res-: of t:-.e _,...""'-:-C: ;;1i..,., ......... _ show between 7 a...'id 13 
cases. The variat:.::n, however i~crease when it is further 
brokel".l-down into days of the :r:cn-:h shown in table 23. When 
the second week and last week of the :':'lonth have higher 
figures than the rest of weeks. Second week has 25 cases 
and last week of the month has 29 cases. No clear reason 
can be given to this status of affairs. First week had 
the lowest of 10 cases while the rest of the weeks range 
between 16 and 18 cases. In tabl.e 24, developed from table 
23, it is observed that most of these accidents happen towards 
the end of first shift between 10.00 and 15.00 hrs. and 
at the beginning of second shift between 15.00 and 20.00hrs 
each having 55 cases and 28 cases re spec ti vely. After 20. 00 
hours and before 05.00 hours the number of accidents to 
































due to less activities at the port during these periods. 
Between 05.00 and 10.00 hours number of the cases is 13 
possibly due to freshness of the personnel and oreoara:ions 
carried out before actual cargo handli!1g ooerations gather 
mome!"ltum. 
The type of maintenance t:-iese mecr.anical handling machines 
receive is given in table 25, 26 and 27 .Services, inspections~ 
repairs are based on year of commission of the types of 
each equi~ment so t~at s:~ce commission of the equipment 
until 1985 when the 
maintenance period 
5 - .. ,..;,, .... ....;.i_.J 
under 
was launched re;:,resent 
Services represented 
preventive main te!lanc es w::.:.1 e i~s:iec ti ons are carried out 
in orc!er to fi:1d cL:.t s:-a:e o:- tlle eouiomentj rec':ifying 
measures where necessary. :i.e_?ai :-s rep resent carrying out 
necessary rectifying meas~:-es a:ter a breakdcwn. This is 
the final stage cf mai~:e~a~ce i~ the equipment is still 
serviceable. In :at.le 
represented forkl:..::s ·11:.. ::: 2 - -. ,..  ,.,_
the equioment serviced 
services followed by 
tractors having a :.:i\:a: c: l~l se:-·;:ces. In case of cranes 
portal electric t:-avelli~g cra.~es had 45 services between 
them. These figures may r.c: :-epresent the actual position 
as far as services are c~r.cer:-ied since recording procedure 
for servicing an equipmer.i: wasnl ::learly laid down. K?A had 
now cards for servicing eo:;'..li!)r.ier:-: while KCHS had cards with 
all information cor.cerning se:-vicing and repairs. Inspections 
were not included in car~s held by KCHS as shown in table 
25 which indicate ze:-o ir.s;:ections for equipment under KCHS. 
In this table, portal electric travelling cranes had more 
inspections numbering a total of 73 while mobile cranes 
had 39. The equipme~t ur.c!er K?A had inspection reports 
in each equipment file but some had no record al though ·it 
































for . rA equipent 
I 
is an obvious 
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Repairs appear as they 
under KPA, as shown in 
fact that repairs are 
are not carried out 
table 27 al though it 
actually carried out. 
There:'ore it is the reco!"ding which is not done as in the 
case of KCHS which indicate such repairs using each equipment 
card. Forklifts registered a tc-.:al of 1806 reoairs while 
tractors had 1128 recairs as shewn in table 27. 
Al though these figures shown in tables 25, 26, and 27 cannot 
be factually reliable due to lack of ~rooer recording oroced-
ure fer services, inspecticr.s ar:d repairs and also due to 
the :act that the numbe:- of eac:-: 
vary, they still indicate t:-.e tyoe 
and -:y;>es which fail :nore o:-:en 
:y;Je of equipment studied 
o: ~aintenance of eauiomen~ 
therefore the need for 
regu:ar preven:!ve mainte~ance whi=h should result from 
regular inspection the i~:er~al cf which is determinable 
The safe use of eGuip~en: is de:~~~:~~~ by con~rol and safety 
devices. In 
in accordance 
order to · ensure :~a: equipment is operated 
-th~ 
with ;.. our;::iose fo:- wr.:.c:-i it was desi.12:ned and 
cons~ructed, ope!"aticr.al er i~s::-~c:ion manuals for each 
types should readily be available to both maintenance and 
opera~ors of the machines in tr.e for~ which is easy to 
understand. The content of such :r:arn...!:C-J.:) should be explained 
to the operators. 
In table 28, controls considered were those associated with 
various types of motions, their acceleration and retardation 
as well as stopping them. In cases of cranes these motions 
involve lowering and hoistinp; or raising of loads, luff in~ 
of slewing of upper structure and travellin~. of the jib, 
-~ ... ... 






























involve lowering or hoisting, tilting forward or backward 
side movement of forks and travelling. Tractors are cont.rolleG. 
like ordi:-iary motor vehicles. Depe::iding on the design 01-
these machines various controls are used but the most important 
thing is whether the controls incorporated in the desigr. 
are functional or not when the equipment is in use. The 
major controls found in various machines were levers, steering 
wheel (S/W), clutches
1
handles, • . > -JOy-st-~ , brakes and othe:-s 
such as automatic changing of gea:-s when machine is travelling. 
As can be noted in table 28, :ew had 100 iJercentage where 
the type of cor.trols were suoposed to be p:-ovided. Among 
the .cranes, floating crane (Jumbo) had controls provided 
al though t:he crane was found not in use ·at the time of the 
study. 3rakes are mes: i:ncortani: for stc;:;:>ir1 0 :;r' -~ : .-
of motions b~t as can be noted in the tab:.e SO::if - -.~~i:.t:_ 
had less than 100%. Mear-.s of s~cpoing was saic to be r·;;-versing 
the ~otion whi=h is a :-isky ope:-aticn. In addition to floating 
c:-ar.e , c:::r.':a:..::er c:-anes 5..":d :...::-.:::ierhung cranes were found to 
have properly fu~ctional ~rakes others had some brakes control:ing 
some motions not functional or defective. Low percentages 
of ether controls in the machi~es studied indicate defective 
or none functional of these controls but it also include 
the fact that the machines st'...!died were of different designs 
and manufacturers. Tr.erefore these percentages are only 
indicative but do not re~resen: actual percentages. 
Safety devices ensure safe use of equipment by limiting 
.loads to be raised, sceed o~ motions, and extend of reach 
such as o'verwinding or overlowering. The major safety devices 
considered during the study were overwinding switches(O/W/S), 
overlowering (O/L/S), t~aversing limit (T/L), long travel 
limit (L/T/L)', load ·indicator (L/i'),. load radius fncficator 




































visual indicator (V/I) and sound indicator (S/I) overload 
preventer (0/L/P), automatic brake (A/B), level indicator 
(LIT) ar.d others such as soeed l i:ni ts and control 1 owe ring 
by Rravi tv in case of power failure. As in the case of 
controls the provision of various safety devices deoends 
on the design and construction of various machines used 
in varicus cargo handling ooera:icns. Safety devices only 
assist operators of machines bu: do not prevent the use 
of these machines if they are deliber~tely excluded or short-
c!.Ycuted. This was the case wi :h :nos-c safety devices found 
inopera-cive even though the ty~es of the safety devices 
for various types of machi~~ ha~ initially been provi~ed .. 
The perce:itage shown in table 29 represent a more realistic 
si tuatior:. for the va.ri:::us sa·te-:y :::evices provided initially 
for the various t:y;::>es of eo:;~.Ji~:r:e:-:': and variation in designs 
and m~~u:acturers does net c~ar-:ge :::e picture except slightly 
such as i:'l cases cf a~:~r.:a-:i::: t:-;=.~es f:;r tractors and fork-
lii'ts wr.e:-e manual op':ra-::..sn br~~s can also be i:; use. 
:L:t will be no-ced in :~e --,... . ,c. --o.~-- :::at container c ran.es had 
all types of safety de·1.:.ces a.-,6. i:-: some cases such as over-
winding and automa:ic brakes --- - motion motors had 100% 
As noted elsewhere in tr.e re~or-: these cranes are modern 
and manufactured to high s".:andar:! but some safety devices 
were four.d to be non func:ional er defective as indicated 
in lower percentage for these ty~~s of devices. Other types 
of machines indicate various percentaRes as a result of 
safety devices provided being none functional, defective 
or missin~ all-together. No infor~ation was ~iven for apparent 
lack of safety devices for floating crane (Jumbo) as controls 
and safety devices could not be separated and. so th_e table 
show zero percent for all safety devices. 
. ,. 
I I - 65 -
I 
I 
It should be noted that for controls and safety devices 
shown in table 28 and 29 resoectively Electric Overhead 
. --
I Travel:ing cranes (E.O. Travelling) and Overhead conveyor 
belt (O/H Belt Conveyor) were not studied and therefore 
I the zero percentage shown. The information on these machines 
I 
'I 
were covered elsewhere in the report as in the case with 
trailers. 
I As can be noted in table 29 most of the equipment had low 
:· percen"bage which indicate that the majori tv of the machines 
I studied were being operatec in unsafe manner. 
,-· 
I In table 30 summary of percentage of controls and safety 
,-
\ devices i!S prese!'"ltec for a clearer picture. As can be noted 
I in t:iis table the :::achi:<es hac t:igh percentage of controls 
r-· 
I al 1 having ever 90%. 
'f'h; - .. _ s i.s expected since machines must 
have controls them. Where they to be : o ma:::. p u l ate 
1· 
I are net provided -:he ::ype of cpe:-a-:ic::. with control missing 
i may not be carriec out a:-.C. :!le :-:,achine is limited to those 
I ooera:ions with cc~:ro:s. In :~e case of safety devices 
I 
I 
when figures are r::>ur.dec co:-: tair:e:- cranes and portal e lee tric 
fixed cranes had about ~90% w~:.le other fell below 90%. 
,-
I ,-
Forklifts which operate li~e cranes have the least percentage 
of 26. 8% and are therefore the most risk~ type of mechani'cal 
I handling equipment used i:-: the port. Mobile cranes follow 
i--· 
I 
in this list of risky machines with 75%. Tractors as said 
earlier are operated like ordinary motor vehicles and are 








































In table 31 percentage of utilisation of operation or instruc-
ti on manuals is given. The operators were asked if they 
had these manuals, content explained and if the manuals 
were available. The container crane drivers appear to have 
better utilisation of these manuals and therefore high percentage 
of 75% but the rest of the drivers are not. As stated before 
the workers at the contai~er terminal where the container 
cranes are in use are more educated than those working elsewhere 
in the port using various types of mechanical handling 
ecuipmer..t. This situation should be rectified to allow 
more competent drivers th.~:)ughout the port and the manuals 
more u~ilised in order that the equipment available can 
be used safely. 
LOSSES 
Losse-s inc:.;r-::-ed C·, . .,, '-"- to accidents to personnel and equipment 
a.nd pr-:;per-:y carnage as a !"esul t of hospital bills, wages, 
idle :ime, r~pairs anc ::-eplacement of machiner~ as well 
as incidental expenses could not be obtained. However, 
compensation for victims who claimed could be found in records 
as well as premiums fo!' ir.sured property. Figure.s obtained, 
therefore reflected an under estimation. 
Kenya Cargo Handling Services paid compensation totalling 
KSh.1,866,199.00 for claims of 338 individual cases between 
1978 to 1985. Kenya Ports Authority paid KShs .1, 061, 661. 00 
for claims of 105 individual cases between 1981 and 1985 
and present records show annual premium of about KSh. 3. 5. 
million only for comprehensive container cranes. 
Available figures for claims paid out as a result of __ {:lccidents 
. · ..... ,. ·· .... , ',.., .. · . 


































are KSh.523,121.05 with outstanding disputable claims of 
KSh.2,276,827.90 as at the end of 1985. This figures do 
not include costs to damaged mechanical car~o handlin~ appliances 
and ecuioment as a result of accidents. 
It is expected that when a satisfactory recording system 
is used the above figures will be much higher, and to be 
able to introduce constantly improved safety measures and 

































It is noted tha"t Docks Rules 19 62 made under the Fae tori es 
Act, Cap 514 Laws of Kenya and Kenya Por"ts Authority Act 
1979 (revised) in respect of safety matters a"t the port 
of Mombasa, Kilindini harbour are applicablec.&~ILO convention 
and recommendation ccr.cerning safety and health of dock 
workers. These documents are available at KPA and Ministry 
~,A 
of Labour Lare relevant. from mentioned results of "the Dock 
Handli~g Accidents study, recommendations made take into 
account human as well as te~hnolo~ical aspects of work at 
the port, mainly in connection with safety in the use of 
cargo handling lifting a~pliances, aimed at reducing incidences 
of injury to dockworkers ar~d ecui::ment ar.d property damage. 
The t:-end so far in te:-:ns c:~ acci::ie:tt rates involving ir.jurv 
to pe:-sonnel as well as ca.wage ~~ equipment and property 
has shown decline in cases of s~ch accidents, from over 
1200 in 1978 to just cv~r 4CC in 1?85 for personal injuries, 
in all total injuries reccr::!ed wa::: over 6000 cases. In the 
case of accidents cai..:sing ca.11age to mach:.O<.ry an.d property 
the trend also indicates :-educed cases of such accidents, 
from over 280 in 1978 to eve:- 130 in 1985 for equipment 
and property damage totalling over 1800 cases. 
The organisation hierarch~ of all organisations involved, 
that is, Ministry of Labour (MOL) Kenya Ports Authority 
(KPA) Kenya Cargo Handling Service·s (KCHS) and Kenya Railways 
Corporation (KRC) was· taken into consideration to identify 
responsibilities and authority as well as functions and 
inter-relationship of de;:> artmen ts and sections of each 
or~anisation in respect of sa!ety matters at the port. 



















i. SKill ana care is required in operating and using 
cargo handling equipment and so training of operators 
and providins refresher courses should be organised 
•:egularly. Stuay shows those of longer services have more 
acciden~s (viz i:Clble 10). Facili.Ues were ·found to exist in 
Bandari College wnich has safety lectures incorporated 
in the curriculum. The training in Bandari college 
needs to be supplimented in the field with supervisors 
trained on safety matters playing their full role. 
ii. Observation of safe practices by workers handling 
cargo snould be encouraged by good supervision. 
Bad practices should carry disciplinary action 
against both the workers and supervisors to ensure 
each party plays its role effectively. 
i!:. Rate of work snould not be to the detriment of safe 
practices wne~e cargo is not properly Gandled 
d~e to poor sli~ging, tving, hookir.g,overloading, 
use of wrong ac:ach~ents and unsafe stacking orpallets. 
As ~hown by the sudy the three major causes.are; Falling Objects 
(-FDJ, follm:ed by- Hitting Objects (HO) and handling of cargo 
respectively (viz table 6). This calls for improvement in safe practice. 
Supervisors should lay down safe procedures of various types of work. 
v!. Wo~kers should use personal protective gear sucn as 
hand gloves,helmets, safety- boots or shoes and 
overalls when handling cargo. Respiratory and 
eyes protectors should also be provided and u~ed oy 
workers ~here they are required to cio so. T~ese 
gears should be suitable so that they do not over-
burden the workers under such hot and humid climate. 
'111st as tnose who handle cargoJ other persons in the 
vicinity should observe safety rules mainly connected 
with prohibition to be under raised cargo or on 
its path. 















operators of equipment should not experience climatic 
conditions which will adversely affect their comfort 
and risks of injury when these condi i:ions can be avoided 
by use of ventilators, overhead covers, enclosure of 
noisy machinery, short duration of work and breaks or 
takin.2: other reasonable steps to reG.uce discomfort 'and 
accompanying negative effects. The safety section of KPA should be 
responsible for implementation and observation of the condition of work 
under various climatic conditions. 
These recommendations are the responsibilities of KPA 
and K~C since KCHS has been absorbed by KPA, and KRC 
has scme of i:s cwn perscn~el working at the pott. 
The recommendations should be carried out as soon as 
they are approved by Mi:1istry of Labour under the 
supervision of Chief !::.spe~tdr cf Factcries. 
Technological factors:-
Machinery an~ a:tach:r:e:1"':s i::. ...:se s:-iou2.d only be those made 
anc aooroved fo:- -::::e car.2:0 to be handled. 
Compe-:e::.t ~e8nnical persc~~e~ shoulc be the ones to 
supply these· appliances to s~~ervisors of the sections 
who in turn hand the::: .ou-: to carg:; handling crew. 
vii. All rr.achi:1ery and at::ach~e:1t sh::::uld come under strictly 
observed routine ins~ec~icn and maintenance schedules. 
This should ensure sa:"e use cf the aopliances. These 
schedules should follow ma"1ufacturer's instruct:ions 
on inspection and maintenance. The study showed all previous KCHS 
equipment ho.d no schedules o:a.· ac~ual inspections records. The KPA 
equiprrent had schedules but no records of actual inspections although 
it was verbaly claimed to have been carried out. (table 2~26). 
viii. All controls should be in good operational condition 
to avoid improvisin~ them. It is the work of competent 
technical personnel to ensure uninterrupted supply 






























ix. All sat"ety devices a~ in the r.asP of r.ontrol s should 
x 
xi. 
be in oood ope.::-atior.al conditions at all times to ensure 
safe use of equipme!'l:. As shown in table 29 some essential safety 
devices were missing or non-operational. 
OpF>rator~ of equip~ent should be instructed to report 
any dF>fer.tive cnntrol nr s~fery dPvice fnr immerliat.e 
repair or replaceme:::. Defective eq~ipment and attachments 
:o;hould not be allowed fc< use ~ car:zo h;:;ndl ig ~ppl iance 
nr at:tar-hmPnt in c:.ndi::ions which render the e'luipment 
or attachment unsa:~e such as overloading, worn out or 
uns~abl~ ground. S:;e~a~o!"'s and St;.pervisors who do not 
nbsPrve these safe pr;;c-:ices sr.culd be discipJ ined tn 
risks or i::jury or prc~ert:y 
discipline shculd ~e ~e:~d cu~ ~nly i:' the higher 
authorities have ful~:.lle~ :~eir par:s. 
A , • ... ~ areas 
cpe:::-at:.ons 
"':::-cunds 
i:v·lur.i::.:c: s~:.;:::;'s holes. where car:rn handling 
are be:::~ carr!ed c~: should have stable 
c~s:r·.;c:::::s a::= holes and slippery 
g.::-011nds rende:::-ed sa:~e, sa:~e:y ne-:s under access routes 
into t:he !=:hi:i anci acr-:::ss cargo naths between shin and 
shore he e::ou2h fulfill their role 
and should be in pos:.~ion at all times. 
These recomrne:i.datio::s should be carried out as soon 
as they are approved by Ministry of Labour under the 
supervision of Chief Ins~ector of Factories. 
3. Others:-
xii.Safety rules to be observed at the port should be improved 
to cater for new developments and should constantly 
be reviewed in o~der to cope with new situations at 
the port. The Docks Rules 1962 are overdue f6rMrevision 


























and health of dockworkers 1979 should be taken into 
cor.sideration and used as guidelines in carryi~g out 
this :-evision for bet<cer safety standard at the port. 
This should be carried out by Ministry of Labour as 
seen as these reccmendations are approved and· accepted 
by -:he Ministry. 
The sa:ety section and section supervisors to concentrate 
more er. those periods of the month and hours where 
ac::ide:-:t rated hac! !::>een shown by this study to be high 
wi-:~cu-: relaxing sare:y supervision at the port in general.Thel~~rt. 
beginning of month and end of 1st and beg:irn:irg af au S1if'ts as refle::te::i in tcb1e ZljZ3. 
The ty:;::e of ca:-gc should be taken into consideration 
wt:ere acciden:s a.::-e more prevelent and the causes of 
ac:::.de;.:s in c:-der :o effectively control accident rates 
a: -:he :::c rt. In the study, the general cargo and dry bulk cargo caused the 
majority of the accidents as shown in table 6. 
xiii. T!':e safety secticr: of K?A should be upgraded by the 
ma.-.age~en: a.r-,c s:a:fed according:y to cope with the 
i:"lcrea.se workl.:ac! c~e to t:-.e merge of former KCHS with 
K?A. The section should have adequate authority to 
en!'o:-ce safei:y rules at the port. The safety section 
has bee~ i~str~~ent~l in the reduction rate of accidents. 
·.xi. Data on injury to i:-:dividual workers and damage to equip-
men: or prope.:--:y C''"" to non-observation of safety rules 
and measures at the port should be properly and fully 
recorded to ens~re that actual picture of the sa~ety 
situation is available for use in promoting and improving 
sat'e conditions of work through safe practices. The 
data should include losses and costs of such accidents 
and incidents and an annual report made available for 
information and necessary action by higher authority 
·,\·, . :... -·· 













safe:y· secti.on of KP.A. and made available to Factories 
Inspectc:-ate. Proper health and safety information system will be most 
ajJpropria-:e for the data and information compilation. 
F~nds required to improve and promote safety at t~e 
port ·should be adequately provided in the budget of 
K?A so t:hat safery ~easures carried - out i:; prope.:::-
manr.er :aking intc c~~siceration iimited availabili~v 
cf f~nds in general. 
xvi. T!"le work of safe:y and r.eal t~ com:ni -::tee should be rejuvi::-
a:ec a::d sc~ec!~~es regularly observed. 
T!"le co~~ittee serves a very useful role in oromoti::g 
safe:y at the port =~: thei.:::- recommendations should 
be ~ake:: se.:::-ious~y by safe:y sec:i~n of K?A in ccnjucti0n 
witt: Fa=:ories I!"'lspe=:::ra:e, M:.::.:..s-::-y of labour 'CO car:-y 
t!:1e wei~:-:t those recc::-~'71e:-:C.a::.c:1s ceserve, as rightly observed by 
the general secretary of the Dockworkers Union. 
X'I ii . T-~- • ac~:.. '.:ion t-J t!":e ·11c,:-":< 8f -::-:e above meni:icnec! safe:y 
ar.c :-.sal tt c~mmi::se _ c~~s~l:a:icn 
J 
and cc-operation 
arr.orig :he tl":.:::-ee pa:-:iss conce:::-:-.ec, that is Gove:-nmer."C, 
Employe:::-s and Worke:-s o:- thei:- representatives should 
be e:"'.couraged anc ~rccedure for such consultaticn 
anC. co-opera:icn in fi::ci:-.;z: sc:.·..itions to safety problems 
at the port developed a:1d supe:-vised by Chief Inspector 
of Fac~ories. 
xix. Studies simila:- to t~.is Deck Har.dling Accidents projec~ 
but probably gea!"'ed t:o include other aspects of safety 
and heal :h at ports u:ide:- KPA should be encoura,'1;ed and 
carried out in the nea:- future, possibly after three 
to five years hencefor".:h. Such studies depict the trends 
in the safety and heal !h situation at the ports, 
facili ta~·ing fur_ther im::;roved'-'· safety 'and heai'th 's~tandards 





















out bv the Factories Inspectorate. 
Conclusion: 
Every practical project or study has an objective if net 
more and once successfully carried out and results obtained. 
recommendatior.s made shcu.2.d be carried out ir. order to achieve 
the desired goal or goa.2.s. In the field of safety, accide~:s 
and incidents resul <::ing i:-i in.it.:r·1 to personnel and/or orooe:-:y 
dama~e are considered ':o be ca;.:sed by either or both huma."1 
and technological er:-or. ~:for~s to alleviate these accide~:s 
and incidents is maxi:ni.sed whe:1 there is enough cons'-11 :a":icn 
and co-operation bet:wee~ officials ccncer~ed, 
employers and workers :te!r representatives having i:-i 
mir.d that each party ~as a :r'..lcial role to play and 
most accidents and i~c!den:s causing injury and orooerty 
dama~e are ge:1erally av:~~ab.2.e. 
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MINISTRY OF LABOUR FACTORY INSPECTORATE 
SURVEY OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS 
****************************M* 
TABLE .4 YEAR OF ACCIDENT BY SECTION 
======================================================= 
====~=====~======~====!~====~:====~~====~!====~~~=~~~~~ 
A 86 10E 1!215 lrllE 73 62 72 44 E54 -
Et 9!. 6:: 78 76 36 54 45 45 487 
c 9:; 75 64 30 37 42 46 31 418 1 
D 128 108 12121 87 57 47 C' • 67 6E.5 .... ... 
E 126 11213 117 94 51 42 4'2.1 16 589 1 
F 1:: 15 16 2121 23 16 lS 17 137 -
G 144 41 67 27 28 19 16 15 357 
H 176 1-::·? -- 127 100 98 46 65 67 81211 -I 0 la 2 121 a 1 121 0 11 
J 97 S6 98 119 41 1121 6 7 464 -
K 11Zl2 114 95 94 78 61 87 60 E91 -
C. T. 121 0 0 1 121 0 9 14 24 -
OPERATIONS 4 1 0 2 6 C' C' c::" 2S 1 "" _, _, ENGINEERING 7 0 IZl 9 38 13 8 13 SS -
OTHER 5121 2S 17 29 19 41 13 10 207 2 
======================================================= 













(C) = conmon "t.o both 
GHl.ND 'I'OTAL = 5629 
YEAR OF ACCIDENT SY SECT!ON (Y.'S) 
======================================================= 
-78 79 80 81 82 84 85 TOTAL 
============================================-========== 
A 13. 1 16.2 16. 1 16.2 11. 2 9.5 11 6.7 112Hll 
B 18.7 12.7 16 15.6 7.4 11. 1 9.2 9.2 11210 
c ~~ .. .., _._. - 17.9 15.3 7 ? . - 8.9 1121 11 7.4 100 
D 19.2 16.2 18 13. 1 8.6 7.1 7.7 10. 1 100 
E 21. 4 17.5 19.9 16 S.7 7. 1 6.8 2.7 100 
F S.8 10. 9 11. 7 14.6 16.8 11. 7 13.1 12.4 11210 
G 40.3 11. 5 18.8 7.6 7.8 5.3 4.5 4.2 1 f2Hll 
H 22 15.2 15.9 12.5 12.2 5.7 8. 1 8. 4 10121 
I 121 0 18. 2 0 72.. 7 9. 1 CZl 0 10121 
J 20.9 18.5 21. 1 25.6 e.e 2.2 l. 3 1. 5 11210 
K 14. 8 16. :; 13.7 13.6 11. 3 8.8 12.6 s .. 7 100 
C. T. .0 0 0 4.2 0 0 37.5 58.3 11210 
OPERATIONS 14. 3 3.6 0 7. 1 21.4 17.9 17.9 17.9 100 
ENGINEERING s CZl l2J 10. 2 43. 2 14.S 9. 1 14.S 1012J 
OTHER 24.2 13.5 8.2 14 9.2 19.8 6.3 4.8 1121121 
======================================================= 
' .•,• 








MINISTRY OF LABOUR FACTORY INSPECTORATE 
SURVEY OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS 
*~*********~***~***********~** 
TABLE 5 PLACE OF HCC!DENT BY CAUSE OF ACCIDENT 
======================================== 
BERTH SHED YARD OTHER TOTAL MISS!}'[; VALUES 
======================================== 
FO 909 387 114 153 1463 3 
FP 461 195 77 112 845 2 
so 211 l IZI::: 36 42 394 
HO E66 ·234 120 149 1169 3 
HC 749 ?~.,.. _,.,:.~ 73 112>2 1156 
cs 116 51 13 22 2'2l2 
DC 134 102 36 11121 ~<::'"':> w"".-. 1 
======================================== 
3146 1306 4c9 690 5611 
======================================== 











(C) = Cor.rnon to both 








PLACE OF ACCIDENT BY CAUSE OF ACCIDENT c~~s> 
================================ 
BERTH SHED YARD OTHER 
================================ 
25.7 29. 6 24.. "T .., ......, "? '"' _,. -14. 7 14. 9 lE. 4 15. "') .... 
E. 7 8 7. 7 6. 1 
.., 1 .., 17. 9 "?C" 5 21. 5 ........ - -..J· 
--·~ 8 17. s 1 C" 6 14. 0 ·-·· ..... .... ~ 7 ~ 9 ") 0 "I' "") ..... . ..... -· ..... ..... ..... 
4. "'!' 7. 0 7. 7 15. 9 ..... .... 
================================ 











MINISTRY OF LABOUR FACTORY INSPECTORATE 
SURVEY OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS 
****************~************* 





DRY LIQD CONTR OTHER TOTAL MISSING VALUES 
========================================== 
FD 600 435 8:21 45 293 1453 ·:. 13 
F? 153 152 31 36 389 771 76 
so 107 35 l 8 217 368 26 
HO 314. ~-·~ .. .:...,:,. e:-. ...,j.;;_ 69 485 1143 29 
HC 612 312l4 7E 38 124 1154 2 
cs 16 103 4.0 4 34 197 5 
DC 6 24 5 "'! 180 213 165 ..J 
========================================== 
1808 1286 285 203 1722 5304 














lC) = corrmon to both 















LIQO CONTR OTHER 
==================:=======:======== 
33.2 33.8 ~·'=--w• 1 22.2 17 
8.:; 12.6 l IZl. s 17.7 22.6 
5.9 2.7 • 4 3.9 12.6 
17.4 17.3 18. 2 34. ,..,'=" ? """'"-'• -
""'!'~ 0 "'-' ...... ..., 23.6 2E.. 7 18.7 7. 2 
.9 0 1~ -, 2 w ..... ..,. 1. 9 1. 8 l. 5 Hl.5 • ,J. 
=================================== 
100 112'll2'l 12J0 12!21 1021 
=======-=========================== 
I APPSNDIX 4 -95_ 
' 
I ft lNISTih' OF LABOUR FACTORY ItEPEI:TDilATE SJRVEY OF INDUSTRI~ ACCIDEITTS ..,. ................................... 
I T:a.E T l'UINTH OF ACCIDENT BY SECTUJN 
I : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 IJ 11 12 TCTi:l. MISSTI'C VAU.E3 
I A 66 54 59 C"! 62 54 'Sl ~ 66 59 53 39 £S3 1 .... B S1 ~ 35 :s 49 43 34 4l 32 53 48 30 437 c 5'1 34 28 32 Ja 44 39 :9 ,.. 34 31 2S 419 1 vi. 
I D 
n Sia l5 49 65 ~ 59 "ST 52 70 90 36 605 
E 48 $ 69 51 47 51 38 46 46 50 46 49 5S9 1 ,. 7 12 11 7 w g s 12 22 15 13 11 137 r 
G 46 l9 22 35 1£ 23 2B 22 :s 29 2B 22 m 
I H 39 83 89 S6 B4 Si 1a 47 76 68 57 46 001 I s a I g II ii a I II 2 B I 11 .. 
J 23 4m 38 23 c, 44 23 48 ~ 52 ~ 41 A64 ... 
I K 48 S7 55 55 76 
<;'I 45 ~ 63 62 56 56 691 .... 
C. T. 1 2 1 m 3 2 l 4 3 l 2 2 24 
OPE.~Ttet~ 3 1 l m 3 • ,. 'I 5 . l l Q 2S " .. 1 
I 
ENG::eiUNG 8 1 1B 6 15 9 8 7 5 8 7 4 88 
On£n 11 21 21 15 U1 16 lii 22 27 21 15 12 :?ra7 2 
: 
479 4134 474 444 551 ISi Aal ca 498 5..">9 483 382 56:9 
I MIS3lNi VAU.E3 1 1 1 
\ 
I GW{) 'ltJrAL = 56:9 ... l'IONTH OF ~ICENT SY SECiI(}j ('~' S> 
I : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 TOTR. 
- - : 
I 
A lB. 1 B. :s 9 B 9. 5 a. 3 5. 7 8 1a. 1 9 B.1 6 100 I B 11. 7 7 7. 2 7.2 lZ.1 a.a 7 8. 4 6.2 10. 9 B. 2 7.4 100 c 12 B.1 6. 7 7.2 7.2 1a. 5 9.3 9. 3 7.4 8.1 7. 4 6. 7 100 
I D 18. s 7.5 5. 3 7.4 9.8 
7.5 a. 9 s. 6 1. a 10. s 13. 5 5.4 100 
E 6.8 9.5 11. 7 e. 7 B a. 7 6. 5 7. s 7.8 8.5 7.B 8.3 100 ,. s.1 B.8 8 5.1 7.:S 6. 6 5- a a. a 1£.1 19. 9 9. 5 8 100 r 
I G 12. 9 lB. 9 6. 2 9.S 12.9 6.4 S.6 &. 2 ~2 8.1 5. Q s. 2 100 
I H 4.9 lB.4 11. 1 la. 7 18.5 7 a. 7 s. 9 9.5 8.5 7.1 s. 7 1150 I 72. 7 B I I I II II 9. 1 I 18.2 I B 111a 
J 5 8.6 e. 2 5 11 9.5 s s. 6 P.4 11.2 19. B B.8 100 
I K ~.9 B.2 8 8 11 7. 5 6. 5 9. 6 9. 1 g a. 1 B.1 100 C. T. 4.2 e. :s 4. 2 II 12.S 8.l 4...2 16. 7 12. s 12.S a.:s B. :s 100 
OP~Tic:NS H.7 l.6 3. 6 Q lB. 7 14. 3 12. 7 7.1 17. 9 ua. 1 1e. 1 m 1ila 
ENG IrtEERING 9.1 1.1 11. 4 6.8 17 ua.2 9. 1 8 5. 7 9.1 8 ~5 100 




































MISSI~ VLUES l(C) 
(C) = Corrmon to both 
















SURVEY OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS 
*******~********************** 
DAY OF ACCIDENT BY SECTION 
==============-============================ 
1- 6- 11- 16- 21- 26- TOTAL 
=============-============================= 
131 111 11211 93 121 90 647 
86 94 69 75 95 66 485 
98 57 62 77 59 60 413 
136 11211 93 85 141 10121 656 
117 96 98 88 11218 78 585 
38 22 21 10 24 20 135 
81 49 43 52 67 ~o ""'"' 35rll 174 121 101 108 146 143 793 
3 1 'T l 2 121 1121 ..., 
114 63 61 69 Q~ _,~. 61 461 
159 11:: 11210 92 1 "'!''"> ........ 87 682 
6 2 0 2 ~ 3 24 w ..., 
s 5 2 6 2 5 28 
15 15 22 9 11 16 00 ...,..., 
47 37 30 33 25 32 21214. 
=========================================== 
1213 886 Sl4 81210 112129 Sl9 5561 
=========================================== 
1 
DAY OF ACCIDENT BY SECTION C~'S) 
·========================================== 
1- 6- 11- lE- 21- 26- TOTAL --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2121. 2 17.2 15. 6 14.4 18. 7 13.9 100 
17.7 19.4 14.2 15. 5 19.6 13.6 11Zl1Zl 
23.7 13.8 15 18. 6 14.3 14. 5 1121121 
20.7 15.4 14. 2 13 21. 5 15.2 100 
21Zl 16. 4 16.8 15 18.5 13.3 11210 
28.1 16.3 15. 6 7.4 17.8 14.S 11210 
23.1 14 1,..-' ~ ~- oJ 14.9 19. 1 l 6. 6 11210 
21.9 15.3 12. 7 13.6 18.4 19 100 
30 lla 30 10 20 121 10 IZl 
24.7 13.7 13.2 15 20.2 13.2 11210 
,,~ 'T 1 e;. 4 14.7 13. 5 19.4 12.8 1 C2HZ> ... ..., . .,,,,,, .., ... 
_o.;i 0 "r .... • ..:> -r~ ~ vv. <J 0 ""!" .... ..., 12.5 12. 5 100 
28.6 17.9 7. 1 21. 4 7.1 17.9 100 
17 17 25 10. 2 12.5 18.2 101Zl 



































MINISTRY OF LABOUR FACTORY INSPECTORATE 
















MISSING VALUES l(C) 
(C) = Comnon to both 

















SURVEY OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS 
****************************** 
HOUR OF ACCIDENT BY SECTION 
========================================== 
0- s- 10- 15- 20- TOTAL 
==========================================· 
62 131 182 201 28 61214 
36 11215 129 142 2~ 434 
55 71 11219 87 24 346 
54 124 194 206 25 603 
59 93 134 159 .,~ _ .... 468 
1121 26 41 38 4 119 
28 74 114 85 17 318 
54 145 239 240 45 ,,., .... _ 
2 2 2 4 0 1121 
4121 84 141 116 29 41121 
40 144 197 197 ~~ 611 ...,..., 
1 4 5 9 ""(' 22 ....., 
4 trZl 8 4 2 28 
3 ""('~ 48 ..,.. 1 88 ........ ..,j 
17 68 49 40 8 182 
==;======================================= 
465 1114 1592 1531 264 4966 
========================================== 
2 
HOUR OF ACCIDENT BY SECT!ON C~'S) 
========================================== 
121- 5- 10- 15- 20- TOTAL 
========================================== 
10.3 21. 7 30. 1 -:r,.. ~ ...,,,..,,,J. """"" 4.6 100 
0 'T ........... 24.2 29.7 32.7 ~- 1 100 
15.9 20.5 31. 5 25. 1 6.9 100 
9 20.6 32.2 34.2 4. 1 100 
12.6 19. 9 28.6 34 4.9 100 
8.4 21. 8 34.5 31.9 3.4 100 
8.8 ..,"!" 'T -~·..,,,,, 35.8 26.7 5.3 100 
7.5 20. 1 33.1 33.2 6.2 100 
20 20 20 40 0 100 
9.8 20. 5 34. 4 28.3 7. 1 11210 
6.5 23.6 32.2 32.2 5.4 100 
4.5 18. 2 22.7 4IZI. 9 13.6 1121121 
14.3 35.7 28.6 14.3 7. 1 10121 
3.4 37.5 54.5 3. 4 1. 1 10121 












































t'\i"P~ ....it:i·1.,c· 4 · 









MINISTRY OF LAIDUR FACTORY INSPECTORATE 
. SURVEY . OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS 
****************************** 
CAUSE OF ACCIDENT BY EXPERIENCE OF OPERATOR 
263 126 73 
241 122 48 
178 111 47 
271 158 89 
314 215 92 
107 69 20 
11 18 3 
212 208 29 
173 250 32 
143 137 33 
196 227 37 
278 212 49 
109 61 18 






92 1070 2 




1460 1020 703 1461 1167 199 364 5373 =================:;=================:=========== 
MISSING VALUES 81 28 22 43 51 3 19 
GRAND TOTAL = 5629 
% ••• CAUSE OF ACCIDENT BY EXPERIENCE OF OPERATOR 
FO FP SO HO HC CS OC ====================================== 
0-4 YRS 19 15.4 19.6 18.8 18.8 14.6 14.3 
5-9 YRS 17.4 14.9 12.9 15.3 22.6 16.1 15.9 
10-14 YRS 12.9 13.6 12.6 12.7 12.4 16,.6 14.6 
15-19 YRS 19.6 19.3 23.9 17.4 20.5 18.6 25.3 
20-24 YRS 22.7 26.3 24.7 24.6 19.2 24.6 17.9 
25-29 YRS 7.7 8.4 5.4 9.7 5.5 9 11 
30+ YRS .8 2.2 .8 1.6 .9 .5 1.1 ======================================= 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 ======================================= 



























MINISTRY OF LABJUR FAC'IORY INSPEC'IORATE 
SURVEY OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS 
****************************** 











~15 15-20- 25- 30- 35- 40- 45- 50- 55+ T 
===================~============================= 
0 1 7 35 83 94 
0 1 13 38 62 66 
0 1 2 13 38 51 
117 146 112 49 
91 101 80 25 
85 86 99 37 
0 1 17 27 66 
0 2 8 60 71 
0 0 2 5 13 
0 0 7 12 46 
0 0 10 40 70 




























J 0 0 14 41 66 82 90 86 56 21 456 
K 0 0 5 24 56 88 150 161 144 48 676 
C . T. 1 0 0 1 1 7 4 4 5 1 24 
OPERATIONS 0 0 5 4 4 4 4 4 1 0 26 
ENGINEERING 0 1 6 16 24 21 11 4 1 0 84 














1 7 103 334 637 839 1134 1155 944 349 5503 
===================================================== 
AGE OF ACCIDENT VICTIM BY SECTION 
T ====================================================== 
0 .2 1.1 5.4 12.9 14.6 18.2 22.7 17.4 7.6 100 
0 .2 2.7 8 13 13.8 19.1 21.2 16.8 5.2 100 
0 .2 .5 3.2 9.2 12.4 20.6 20.9 24 9 100 
0 .2 2.6 4.1 10.1 17.6 17.9 18.9 20 8.7 100 
0 .3 1.4 10.3 12.2 16 20.1 20.7 12.6 6.4 100 
0 0 1.5 3.8 9.8 29.3 29.3 21.8 20.3 5.3 100 
0 0 2 3.5 13.3 21.2 19.1 22.6 13 5.2 100 
0 0 1.3 5.1 9 11.8 26.5 22.7 18.1 5.6 100 
0 0 0 0 9.1 45.5 27.3 27.3 9.1 0 100 
0 0 3.1 9 14.5 18 19.1 18.9 12.3 7.1 100 
o o .7 3.6 8.3 13 22.2 23.8 21.3 7.1 lCX'.> 
C.T. 4.2 0 0 4.2 4.2 29.2 16.7 16.7 20.8 4.2 100 
OPERATIONS 0 0 19.2 15.4 15.4 15.4 15.4 15.4 3.8 0 100 
El'{;I.NEERD'{; 0 1.2 7.1 19 28.6 25 '· 13.1 4.8 1.2 0 '· 100 







I APPENDIX 4 
































SURVEY OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS 
** ... *************************** 
ORGANISATION BY YEAR OF ACCIDENT CMAN DAYS LOST> 
==================================== 
CARGO 
RAILWAYS PORTS HANDLING TOTAL 
===================================-
0 75 83:5 8410 
0 8 652121 6528 
58 4 6734 6796 
12 216 712138 7266 
29 1335 4460 5S74 
39 670 3743 4452 
9"".• ... :259 497:5 5326 
m 401 39=1 4332 
=======;============================ 





























MINISTRY OF LABOUR FACTORY INSPECTORATE 
SURVEY OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS 
*****•***********'~************ 
TABLE 13 YEAR CF ACCIDENT BY SECTION CMAN DAYS LOST) 
:===========·========================================== 
-7S 79 SIZI 81 82 83 84 95 TOTAL 
======================================================= 
A 639 719 81216 984 633 597 632 5'217 5517 
B 70121 4'='"" ~ .... 549 499 317 414 511 438 391121 
c 697 52:i 516 319 355 284 529 380 3605 
0 944 831 9"""1!' "'"'"' 815 439 379 476 748 5555 E 968 772 937 921 387 364 31215 287 4941 
F 62 145 173 137 124 121 _..,,~C" ._w-.J 147 1164 
G 11Z126 311 442 195 --:-...,~ 320 325 111 2953 ....... ...., 
H 1-:r~·~ ...,.,...., 9:;4 8'39 112165 818 390 908 481 6S18 
I (lJ 0 4 0 49 14 0 0 67 
J 749 7~.-.. ....... 7""'>r: _ _, 911:'.,.. ..i...;. 356 18121 67 103 3855 
K 795 896 636 677 739 487 635 475 5340 
C. T. 121 11.1 0 29 0 0 276 145 451 
OPERATIONS 39 0 0 0 17 154 93 1S5 488 
ENGINEERING 64 121 121 216 112163 394 166 216 2119 
OTHER 404 191 lSl 456 357 354 148 108 2199 
======================================================= 
S41121 6528 67'31 7266 5877 4452 5326 4332 48982 
=================================;===================== 
. 
. , • .. I". 
....... 
.. " 
. . ' . ·, ~ .. 

I 
torx 4 RINISTaY OF UIBOUR FACTORY [r'5PECTORATE 
SURVEY IF INDUSTRIAL ACCI[E(TS ......,..,,,, ......................... 
I TAILE 17 ••• YEAR lll.,ltISSIONED BY EDUIP!'IENT TYPE . 
I = BEFORE 
1977 71 7B 7«3 88 Bl S2 Bl 84 85 B6 TOT;t. 
I = C~ES •• mmuttit ii e II 3 I B II 6 2 li1 g 8 
P.S TRtl.'"al.INli 15 6 II e B g II a 1 3 24 
P.E. FIXED 2 1 II Ii'! 8 g e a e e I ,. I "' E. a. TRAV2...LING la e II e I II II I 0 B I " l'IO&IL£ 6 ') 1 li1 a 6 II I 0 1 I lE .. 
P~TI:tJ 1 e Q II B II II I e II Q 1 
I umERtt;NU JIB r: e II a a II 0 I " " a s "' OlH !E.T CJMYOR li1 a II i1 a B :a I B a B B 
TRACTOR 10 a 3 11 2 lli! 6 I Q t a ~ . ...... 
I TRH!LE.~ li1 e II ~ I 1 0 I 0 II B 1 F~~IFT TRI.JC!< 12 " II 7 e 2 13 l 5 1 II 41 = 
C:') 9 4 7 2 19 19 7 8 :s 1~1 I ..... 
.,. 
I 
II YEKR COl'\l'l!SSIJ\ED BY EDU! ?:'18.'T' TYP£ c~· S> 
= 
II BEFoaE 1977 71 78 79 at 81 e:? ~ 84 ~ 86 TCTtl. .... = 
C?.h'ES • • C()fHlI~~ II a 0 B II 3 a 7S 25 e fa lBll 
II ? • E. T!'U~F' ....!.It(i 66. 7 25 e B g e 0 II 4.2 0 4. 2 10~ ?.E. FIXED 66.7 33.3 e a II 0 ill II 3 I e ml 
E. a. T~-l.!~ 0 a B a i 0 II II li1 0 II e 
I rroaILE Jl. s 12. 5 6.l 3 II l?.5 B a Q E. 3 Ii! 12~ FLCAT:tlCi lW B ill II II :a a II II e Ill II IJlDERH.!IG JIB 100 B B B a a i II II i II l.H 
ii O/!i sa T W•'w'EYOR 0 a 0 e g ~ i!I II I! e II I! ~OR Jl.3 I s. 4 e 6. 3 31. 3 J.S.S II II :!:. l 13 120 
TAA!t.£.~ B i II a a 122 e 2 II e II B 





.1 . · .. 
~I 
I ..,. ·- ....... . , ·1 
I APPENDIX 4 
I nINISTRV llf l.ABl:JR FACTORY :hSPECTDRATE SURVEY l1F INDUSTRIAL ~!OCi'ITS 
t't'ff•Ht I I t' ... 'NMN'*ftr•t-.11·• 
I Ta£. 18··· EGUIPttENT AGE llT lST riCCIDENT BY c.1USE OF IW:CIDE~T 
I = --~ 1 2 J 4 5 6 7 B 9 la '?DTAI.. 
= 
I 5 T 2 3 1 0 a 1 1 a 4 lii "' T :a g a a I " a g B e 1 H 5 ., ll T 2 4 1 a 1 2 4 46 ·~ .. 
I 
c z 2 l 2 I g ii g i a 2 7 
F J B l It I a a 1 1 g 1 4 
D 0 1 1 l 2 g g 1 0 " l 7 :t 4 ., II 2 1 • a I a J 13 .. I = 13 19 17 !I s 4 4 3 ;s 2 15 !14 
= 
I 
I EOUIPl1ENT AGE tlT LST ACC!DOO' 5Y ~ OF ;tCICENT C~' S> 
I = g 2 J 4 5 6 7 B 9 1a TDTll. = 
I s 18. 8 12. 5 lS. S 6.3 11 i 6. 3 6. J 6.3 a ~ 100 
I T 0 ~ I ill It B 1~ • ra i e " H 13 26.1 23.9 6. 5 4. J 8.7 2.2 a 2.2 t..3 2. 7 120 







.. _/. ··-:···-· 
I 

























MINISTRY OF LABOUR FACTORY INSPECTORATE 
SURVEY OF INOUST~IAL ACCIDENTS 
****************************** 
TABLE 19 ORGANISATION BY EQUIPMENT TYPE - NUMBER ACCIDENTS 
==================================== 
CARGO 
RAILWAYS PORTS HANDLING TOTAL 
==================================== 
CRANES CONTAINER IZl '"•<=' ~._, IZl 25 
P. E. TRAVELLING 0 97 IZl 97 
P. E. FIXED 121 .... , 0 2 -E. O. TRAVELLING 121 121 0 121 
MOBILE 0 14 0 14 
FLOATING 121 11 121 11 
UNDERHUNG JIB IZI 1 121 1 
O/H BELT CONVEYOR 0 121 f2l 0 
TRACTOR 121 f2l E2 62 
TRAILER 21 12) 1 1 
FORKLIFT TRUCK i2l IZl 92 92 
======================~============= 
IZI 15121 155 305 
==================================== 
CRGANISAT!ON BY EQUIPMENT TYPE - Y. ACCIDENTS 
CRANES •• CONTAINER 
P. E. TRAVELLING 
P. E. FIXED 









RAILWAYS PORTS CARGO 
i-iANDl.!NG 
=========================== 
121 16.7 121 
0 64.7 IZI 
0 1. 3 121 
0 121 12) 
0 9.3 IZl 
0 7.3 IZI 
0 .7 IZI 
0 121 0 
121 IZl 40 
IZl 121 .6 





I MINISTRY OF LABOUR FACTORY INSPECTORATE 
SWRV~Y CF IND~S7~IAL ACCIDENTS 
I 
:t< :t: * :t: :+: :t: :+< :t: :t: :t: :t: :t: :t: :t: :t:: t: :t: :t< :t: :t< :t: :+: * :t: :t:: ~o::t: :t: :t: * 
TABLE 20 PLACE OF ACCIDENT 8Y CAUSE 
I ======================================== 
8ERTH SHSD YARD OTHER TOTAL 
I ======================================== s 10 4 5 2 .-.. ..:.:..L T 1 !ZI ~ 0 1 
H 1 '3 0 :::~ ,- =..,.. \.J •.:. ..;.,;.. 
I c s IL] 1 4 11 F 1 Ql .3 0 4 
D 2 5 ..,.. ·-:. 12 ._, ..:.. 
M 8 1 4 1 14 I ===:==================================== 47 18 36 15 110 
I ======================================== 
I 
PLACE OF ACC:D~NT 9Y C~USE C1-'5) 
I ======================================== .BERTH SHED YARD OTHE~ TOTAL 
======================================== 
I s 47.5 19 ·7,.,~ 0 9. 5 121~ --·· \,J T 112)0 121 ~ ~ 0 
H .,...,,. '=' 15. 1 ..,.."7 7 l 1. 3 12'0 ..,,:,~. \.J ._. ' . 
c 54.5 0 '3. 1 36.4 12l0 
F 25 (2) 75 ~ 1~0 
D 15.7 41. 7 25 15. 7 100 I 






























ft I NISTin' OF UIBOUR FACTORY ll'6PECTCRATE 
SURVEY OF INDUSTRIAL ACCilEITS 
ttl 1 I I I U -*""*R-•A-
Tia.£ . 21 ••• PLACE OF 1ST ACCl[(NT BY EQUIPMENT TYPE 
BERTH 9iOP YARD DniER mr~ 
CRR.'CS •• camm£R 3 " 1 ra 4 P.~ T~J8..LING 13 a 6 0 19 
P.E. FIXED 1 ~ ra ra 1 
E.C. TRAV2..1.ING ra 0 0 0 " l10BIL..: II ra s ra s 
FLQATI:tj 1 " ra 0 1 lH>EaliJNli JIB 1 :a i 0 1 
orrf ear cr.'4VEYOa ra Ill 0 0 '1 
TAACTOR 10 a s 7 33 
TAAILE.~ 1 a 2 la l 
FOR\L:FT TilUO< 17 10 15 s 52 
= 
47 19 38 15 llS 
PiJ1CE OF !ST IUIC€NT BY EGUlPl'fNT TYPE c~· Sl 
BERTli 910P YARD an-£.q -----------
CPh'-8 ••. ~illH~=I E. 4 ra 2.S 2 
P. E. TRhvE:..LI~ 27.7 ra l'.:. 3 I! 
P. E. FIXED 2.1 B ra e 
E. 0. TRA've.l!Nli a " ra B 110BILE 3 II 21.1 a 
FLOATING 2.1 II ra iiJ 
L."IDERii.'NG JIB 2..1 II II B 
O/H ea T CDNIJEYCa I g e B 
TAACiCil 21.3 44.4 21.1 46. 7 
TRAIID 2.1 B a B 
FOiK.IFT Till.JO( 36.2 55.6 39.5 53.:S 
lH 100 100 1~ 
.. 
'I JU"' r .1:.1 w .i..11. ~ -~~ - - .. 
.. 
I ftINISTRY CF LJ;BCUR FACIL;RY It.S?ECTORATE 
SUilVEY OF INDUSTiUrl. ::lCC!OC!ITS 
·1 ........ -.. - .... -... -...... -~ 
Ta.£ 22 ••• l'!ONTH CF ACCiteiT BY CAUSE 
:1 : 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 la 11 12 TOT~ 
·I 
: --
5 2 2 1 1 3 2 2 2 2 l ~ 21 
T a 11 3 1 a a g u ra I ~ B l 
H s 2 ,.. 5 T i:; .. 'T ~ 6 l 6 "1" Q " ... "' .. ....., I c 1 ra 1 3 a 1 1 ,. ii ~ a ll " F 0 ra 2 II i a a 1 !a a i 4 
D 1 1 1 a 1 1 2 1 1 12 ,·1 11 1 ., 2 1 1 1 2 1 a 14 "' : 




MO.~TH OF ~I~T BY CAUSE C1"' S> 
:1 : 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 s 9 u 11 12 TD'irt.. 
: 
!I s 9.5 9.5 4. s 4.S 4.S 14. 3 9. s !!.S 9.5 9.5 14. l e l~ T ra ii ~ 108 II ra I a II i a ~ a 
H 9.4 3. g 11. 3 !!.4 5. 7 Q .t ~. 7 ':... 7 H.3 11. 3 5. 7 l~. 3 120 ··-!I c 9. ! a 9. 1 'll.3 II 9. l 9. 1 !!. 1 27.3 3 0 la !l0 F e a ~a ra e m 25 IJ 25 a a J 1~ a 
D 8.3 B. 3 S.3 ra s. 3 8.3 s. 3 Q 'T ... .., 16. 7 8.3 a. :s a. 3 m~ 









' ~ ......... -. ·~. 
I 
I AP?ENDLX 4 
I MINISTRY OF LABOUR FACTORY INSPECTORATE SURVEY OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS 
**********************~****~** 
I 
TABLE 23 DAY OF ACCiu~NT BY CAUSE 
I ==========-================================ 1- 6- 11- lE- 21- 26- TOTAL 
=========================================== 
I 5 3 6 E 2 "':• .... , 21 ... ...... T l 0 ~ l2l l2l 121 l 
H 4 13 ~ .... 0 7 ..... 13 C"'~ ..J._. 
c 121 ".", 1 "'.!" 1 4 11 _. 
F l2l 121 l l2l 2 l 4 I 
D 1 .-. 1 • .,.. 4 12 .. ..,;;. .. ,j 
M l ·'") l 2 ..,.. 5 14 ..... ,j I --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------10 18 15 18 29. 11 s --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I 
I DAY OF ACCIDENT cY CAUSE <Y.~5) 
I =========================================== 1- E- 11- 15- 21- 26- TOTAL 
=============================;============= 
~ 
I s 14. ~ '?0 6 28.6 9. .... 9. 5 9 • 5 112)(23 ..... -'-'• ..J T 100 0 0 0 Ii') la CZl 
H 7. 5 24. 5 15. 1 15. 1 13. 2 24. 5 ! 01Zl 
c 0 18. 2 9. 1 27. ..:. 9. l 36. 4 12!0 
F 121 0 25 ~ ~0 ~ .... 1~~ -.J 
0 s. 3 1E. 7 '=' ~ 0 ~ 25 ~~ ~ 100 ..... . ..... .... . ..... ..... ...., . ..... 
,. 
I 





























MINISTRY OF LABOUR FACTORY INSPECTORATE 
SURVEY QF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS 
****************************** 
HOUR OF ACCIDENT BY CAUSE 
=============·============================ 
IZ)- 5- 10- 15- 20- TOTAL 
========================================== 
3 1 12 C" IZI 21 ....J 
1 0 0 IZl '21 l 
4 7 25 9 7 ~~ ....J·-· 
l '21 5 4 1 11 
QI 0 l --:1 l 4 
l 4 6 l QI l:: 
f2l 1 5 7 1 14 
========================================== 
10 13 55 10 1 1-.. c:. 
========================================== 
HOUR OF ACCIDENT BY CAUSE (1-'5) 
========================================== 
0- 5- l '21- 15- 20- TOTAL 
========================================== 
14. "? 4. 0 57. 1 -.. ~ 0 ar 1~0 oJ ..... ..__,_ ..... 
100 QJ IZl i2l IZI ~ 
7. 5 13. 2 49. l 17 13. 2 100 
9. 1 IZl 4.~. C" 36.4 c 1 llJl£l ..J ..... 
QI 0 ,..,c-.::.....J :;0 25 !~0 
t:i 3 -:'!'-:'!" .;;, 5121 ~ "? IZl lZllZI ..... ...,,,._. . ..... oJ 






















HINISTRV OF UIBUIJR FACTORY I~PECIDRATE 
SURVEY OF INDUSTRI~ ACCI r.ors ..... ., ..... ..,.,....... ........ _ _.. 
TAB'....E: 25 ••• YEAR C01111ISSIC?£D BY EWIP!"ENT TYPE - NUl'IBEn SERVI~ 
= 
BEFOilE 
1977 n 78 79 se 81 82 33 
CAAl'Z • • ~i~Ir-£~ 0 Iii g ii a s II ~ 
~.S T~!NG 34 1a Q a i a II ii 
P.~ FIXE!l 1 a II ii ii • 11 i E. 0. TAA'£..l.ING e· i g ii ii a ii a 
l'IOBIL.£ 6 2 II a i 3 a i 
~Tir.G a Iii II • d B g a 
00!£~ JIB II a II I • a " I O/H"BE!..T ~~EYOR e 8 II I il a 11 a 
TAACTOR 69 8 34 a 7 3:i lS a 
TftAI:.£.a a e a ii a 'T ii a .. 
FO~IFT TRUO< 5L II II 116 ii 6 78 4 
= 
lEl 12 34 11-.::i 7 45 $ 4 
= 
84 8.5 86 lOTR.. 
e I " 1 I 45 
a il l 
e I 0 
0 I 11 
e I a 
a D e 
a I il 
Iii G 161 
a a :s 
7 I 263 
= 





















ftINISTRY OF LABOUR FHCTDRY IN.S?ECTDRATE 
SURVEY OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS ·-------··--···"'* 
TAa.:: 26 YEAR COMISSIIJ£D BY EllJIPf'IENT TYPE - NUrm£R Ir-E?ECTIONS 
= 
BEFORE 
19n 17 78 79 811 Bl B2 ~ B4 
= 
c~s .. llM'AINE~ B a Q 3 a a " u 3 P. E. TRRJt!.1ING 52 29 " I i a Q ., 1 P.E. FIXED 7 1 " a 8 B " a " £. 0. TRA'val.ING B ii Q ii 8 ~ a ii a 
"°BILE 18 l 4 " B 13 " I iiJ FLOATING 5 B a " a ii " i B IJ.IDE~G JIB 22 B " ii I e " i a ll/H BE!.. T !D'NEYOR ., B " ii ii g " a a TRACTOR e s " II g e a a a TAAILE.~ e B " i I " II a a FOR<t.IFT TRUC:< e a " a I II " B 3 = 
1:.14 24 4 ii 13 " l~ 4 = 
.. 
~ B6 TOTR.. 
" a 16 ~ a 73 
" ii B " i B 1 i 39 
" 11 5 a I 72 
a a B 
a i 0 
a I B 
" II " 

























nINISTRV CF UlBCUR F~TOR't' Il'S?ECitJRATE 
SUINEV Of lNDUSTRI~L AO:IIE'ffS ................. _.._ ...... _...... 
T~28 ••• :.' TY?E a= CONTROL B't' EClJIPHENT TYPE ... 
= 
Nl.."'1BER L.£1,{R S/W Cl.UTCH ~ J/SHC< Bi\H\E OTHER 
:: 
c~s .. omu~~ a 37.5 0 0 :.-s 62.5 100 12. 5 
?.~ ~..:...!..!~ 24 45.S 0 g t:c.6 a.3 9~. 6 ~-r """'• ~ 
?.E. FD:E!l 3 100 3 0 lZ~ 33 • ,,J EC.6 a 
E.C. TAAV'EllI~ a 0· a '1 a 0 0 a 
:-.OBIL.£ 16 62.5 ~3 ~.2 =ii.2 37.5 9:. 7 25 
R..CAT!Nu 1 100 a 13a 100 0 11%l 100 
LJJD~a.t.:~ J!S 6 33.3 ~ Q E0.6 15.6 100 a 
O/H I£LT C'..lNVEYOR 0 0 " 0 ii L! kl a TAAC':'C~ 42 71.4 ~.2 35. 7 35. 7 Z.3 r.7.6 ., "!' ..... 
TRHIL.£.~ 1 1e5 100 g 3 " 100 0 FORKLIFT TRCC< 56 91 94. 6 ,.,0 ~ -..w.J ~z.a 0 g.;_ 6 a 
= 
. ·~ !• 
























APPS'\iD IX 4 
~IN!STRV Cf LABOUR FfCTORY Il'.SPECTORATE 
SURVEY Of INDUSTRIAL AC:I08ff5 
o·~*l'U JltP ........... .,..,.._ 
l~ 29 ••• "' ~ TYPE [f SAFETY DEVICE BY El2UIP11ENT TY~ 
:: 
~U1BER 0/:1/S O/US T/L L/T/L L./T L/R/! 
= 
CAA;-f:S •• mmmc:~ 9 199 75 7S 25 ~ 25 
P.S T~EU.rnG 24 6£. 6 8.3 a 4. 1 19. 1 58. 3 
P.E. FDS 'T 66. 6 ~ z 0 3 'TY .. "' ...... .., s.c. TRAVe.L!NG ia Q a 0 0 0 I 
l'IOBIL.£ 15 r.'. 5 II i1 0 37. 5 ~.2 
R.OATING l g a m 0 g I 
lNlEnli.JrtG JIB 6 33. 3 16. ii 33.3 lE. 6 ra I 
Ofri Cf!. T ~V£YOR " II II B II! II • TariCTCR AZ a a a g 0 a 
'TRA!LE.=1 1 I a a D a II 
FORK.!Fi ii!UC{ 56 14. 2 l. 7 1. 7 ra m. 1 ii 
= 
ilSLI IJ/l SI! C/L/P A/B UT ana 
87.5 75 SQI 50 100 62. 5 87.5 
62. 5 37.5 SS. 3 16. 6 OT 'T ....,,.,, g 12. 5 
'T"' -..... .:i ~ ~.3 0 &:i. 6 J II 
9 3 g 0 e a a 
68. 7 56.2 62. 5 12.5 12.5 g 37.5 
la la " a g Q II 33.J 15. 6 33. 3 tE. 6 83.l II 16. 6 
a II II s s ~ a 
B II g B 2.3 0 4. 7 
B Iii s I s II II 
















MINISTRY OF LABOUR FACTORY INSPECTORATE 
SURVEY OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS 
TABLE 30 % OF EQUIPMENT WITH CONTROLS OR SAFETY DEVICES 
==-============================================================== 
EQU!PMENT TYPE I NUMBER I % WITH I 'Yo W!TH 
T MACHINES I CONTROLS I SAFETY DEVICES ... 
===========~===================================================== 
CRANES .. CONTAINER I 8 I 11210 I llZllZI 
P. E. TRAVEL.LING I 24. I 91. 7 T 87.5 ... 
P. E. F!X~D I .... I 1121121 I 11210 ...;, 
E. O. TRAVELLING I 0 I 0 I C2I 
MOBIL:: I lE; I 93.7 I 75 
FLOAT!NG I 1 T 100 I rzi ... 
UNOERHUNG J!B I 6 I 100 I 83.3 
Q/H BELT CONVEY.OR I IZI I 121 I IZI 
TRACTOR I 42 I '37. 6 I 4.S 
TRAILER T 1 I 112)0 I 0 ... .. 
FORKLIFT TRUCK I ... -.Jt:i I 94.6 I 26.S 
================================================================= 


























l'!INISTRY CJ' LAB[JJR FACTORY Il'SPEr:TDRATE 
SURVEY OF !NDUSTRHl ACCI!ENTS 
t"t·Tn-~11111t+Of•OPff*** 
T~ 31 ••• : ·~ UTIL-I9HICl'I OF MNUiLS BY EmJIPMOO TYPE 
=============~======:================ 
NIJ'IBER PROVHEl EXPUU~ AVAIL16LE 
c~s .. ctlC'Al~ 8 75 75 75 
P. E. TR~JE!.l!Nli 24 1£. 6 1E. 6 9.3 
P.E. F!lS 3 33.3 33.3 ~ 
£. ~. TRA'iE!.!.rNG Ill " i 0 !'IOB!L£ 16 18. 7 18.7 12. 5 
P...!ltlTr~ 1 la Ill m 
t.MlE!UtJNQ JIB 6 16. 6 1~.6 15. 6 
O/H ff!.. T C:CWEYOR " a i 0 TRHCTOR 42 9.5 9.5 4. 7 



























1. An introduction to port working bv -National Dock 
Labour Board, U.K. 
2. Annual Bulletin of Port statistics issue 1985,a...o.~~ 
KPA, port of Mombasa, Kenva. 
3. Banaari College Curriculum for 1987/88 (unpublished) 
by Principal, Bandari College, port of Mombasa, Kenva. 
4. Cori~ of Practice for the Examination anri Testing of 
Ships' Derrick Part II, by C.T.A. 1968. 
5. Convention and Recommendation concerning Occupational 
Safetv and health in Dock work by I.~O. 1979. 
6. General Safety Rules by KCHS, port of Mombasa, Kenya. 
7. Guide book for the training of slingers by FoundyV 
I nous try, U .K. 
8. Maintenance service container gantrv crane manual by 
Gaillard Leverage, France. 
9. Operating Instructions by Jones Cranes and Coles 
Cranes Ltd., England. 
10. Operating and maintenance crane manual by c~nrod Ltd., 
Canada. 
11. Rou~ine Maintenance, Electric Forklifts manual by 
Climax Pares and Service Led., England. 
12. Service Instructions by Kone, Finland. 
13. The Docks Rules 1962 by Republic of Kenya, L.N.306. 
14. The Dock Workers Employment Scheme by National Dock 
Labour Board, U.K. 1967. 
15. The Kenya Ports Authority Act 1978 (revised 1979), 
























16. The Port of Liverpool and Birkenhead Docks by 
Mc Corauodale and Co., U.K. 
17. Wire rooes by British Rope Ltd., U.K. 
Note: Reference. for technical information. to some 
chapters in Electric Cranes by H. H. Broughton 1958. 
